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PHILOSOPHY OF SAFETY 

Dear readers,  

ACCIDENTS ARE PREVENTABLE AND THERE IS POSSIBILITY TO RUN RAIL 

OPERATION WITH ZERO ACCIDENTS. 

To understand safety, we must be aware about the background of safety in 

industrial and railway working. With the advent of industrial revolution in Great Britain, the 

concept of safety in work environment and that of personal safety of the workers had 

assumed importance way back in the beginning of the 19th Century. A  safety saying was in 

wide circulation in those days which read as- “Do not think because an accident has 

not happened to you that it can’t happen”. Another saying of same era read as- 

“Carefulness costs you nothing. Carelessness may cost you your life”. 

Aeschylus said that “Obedience is the mother of success and is wedded to 

safety.” It further added by the quote that “For safety is not a gadget but a state 

of mind” by Eleanor Everet. Working with safety is not expensive but it is priceless and 

only action required for the safe working is to “Prepare and prevent, don’t repair and 

repent.” Jerry Smith quote that “Safety doesn’t happen by accident.” The management 

and leadership to take the lead to ensure safe working practices especially the railway 

operation. 

The famous quote on safety “Luck runs out, but safety is good for life” is 

always true that safety can certainly be achieved by meticulous planning, hard work, 

better training and counseling by supervisors and officers. 

Before we go into the philosophy of safety, we must understand the literal 

meaning of safety   defined as under: 
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➢ The condition of being protected from or unlikely to cause  danger, risk, 

or injury- Oxford Dictionary”. 

➢ The condition of being safe from undergoing or causing       hurt, injury, 

or loss” - Merriam & Webster. 

➢ Safety is the state of being safe from harm or danger - Collins’s 

dictionary 

With above meaning of safety, the safety is the state, where we are safe 

from any danger, risk, injury and monetary losses. 

The employees are most valuable resources of any business organization, keeping them 

safe is the responsibility of the management. Any business or production line can’t be more 

important than the personal safety of its workers. It is fact that all accidents can be 

prevented. The safety is an integral part of everyone’s job. The customers, employees,  

supervisors and managers are responsible for ensuring the safety at the floor as well as 

whereas production and services are produced. It is the right of the employee and labors 

to have the safe environment for their work and it is legislated with several state and 

central governance acts. 

The core safety believes are centered around safer work environment as well as 

ensuring safety to the customers. It is the value integrated with the product and service 

to be provided by any business organization.  

          Contd… 

  

PCSO   
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             02.   FIRST AID MEASURES TO BE TAKEN AFTER ELECTROCUTION OF HUMAN BEING:  

 By Sri S C Naik, Dy CSO/Elect 

First Aid for Electric Shock: 

At nearly every turn, people living in a modern society are surrounded by electricity 

and electrical devices. When people come into unprotected contact with electricity, 

it can send a jolt or current of electricity shooting through the body. This is an 

electric shock, and it has the power to cause changes in one’s vision, muscular 

contractions, and burns. It may even cause one’s heart to beat irregularly. In the 

worse cases, it may cause death by electrocution. Treatment for any type of electric 

shock is important to prevent serious damage or death by electrocution. First aid, 

however, is still important to stabilize and/or make the victim comfortable until they 

can be seen by a physician. Both first aid and CPR training may be necessary if you 

are in a situation in which you must provide aid to an individual who has suffered an 

electrical shock. When someone comes into contact with an electrical current and 

receives an electric shock, your goal is to first prevent electrocution. First aid will 

start with ensuring that the flow of electricity is shut off, as this can further injure 

the victim and anyone attempting to administer aid.  
 

To ensure that the current is turned off, shut off the circuit breakers or 

remove the fuse from the fuse box. If an appliance is involved, unplug the item from 

the outlet. It is important that you never assume that the electricity is shut off 

simply because an appliance does not have power. Check the individual for signs of 

burns and to ensure that the person has a pulse and is breathing. If the individual 

does not appear to be breathing, you’ll need to start emergency breathing right away. 

If the victim has been burned as a result of the electrical shock, remove any clothing 

that is touching or near the burn and rinse the area with cool water. Burns should 

then be covered with a clean cloth, or you may apply a  sterile gauze loosely over the 

burned skin. Because the shock victim may have fallen, use caution in regard to 

moving the individual, as there may be a head injury from the fall. 
 

There’s no time like the present; when it comes to learn the skills that will 

allow you to confidently perform first aid if unexpected emergencies arise. 

Electrical shock can have long-term or even deadly consequences if it ultimately 

results in electrocution. Treatment for electric shock is administered by a physician 

who can ensure that no damage has been caused; however, first responders are 

necessary and critical as you can help a victim stay alive following the shock.  

 Artificial Respiration: 

http://www.webmd.com/a-to-z-guides/electric-shock
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If there are any burns, avoid, if possible, so placing the patient as to bring pressure 

on the burns. It is preferable to operate as in the Diagrams A & B, Fig. 5.01, with 

the face downward. If badly burnt in front, turn to the second method shown later. 

 

First Method; First Motion: Observe Diagram A – “Expiration”. Kneel over the 

patient, rest the hands flat in the small of his back, let your thumbs nearly touch,  

spread your fingers on each side over his lower ribs as in the first diagram. Now lean 

firmly but gently forward over the patient, exerting a steady pressure   downwards, 

still following the first diagram. 

 

Second Motion: Observe Diagram B – “Inspiration”. Rock yourself gently backwards 

but do not remove your hands. Merely keep then in position for the next expiration 

pressure. Continue these two movements. 

 

The double movement should be gone through about fifteen times per minute. The 

object is to keep expanding and contracting the patient’s lungs so as to imitate slow 

breathing. If the operator himself breathes slowly, letting the air out as he presses 

forward, and drawing it in as he rocks backward, he will naturally arrive at the proper 

rate, and will understand the reason for the movements. Do not cease operations 

until natural breathing is re-established. It may take half an hour or even longer, to 

produce a desired effect. 

Second Method: 

Should it be expedient to place the patient on his back, first loosen the clothes 

around the chest and stomach. Then placed a rolled-up coat, or other improvised 

pillow, beneath the shoulders so that the head falls backwards. The tongue should 

then be drawn forward. 

First Motion: The operator must kneel in the position shown by Diagram C. Grasp 

the patient just below the elbows and draw his arms over his head until horizontal, 

retaining them there for about two seconds. 

Second Motion: Next bring the patient’s arms down on each side of its chest and 

pressing inwards upon his arms so as to compress his chest as in Diagram D. Remain 

thus for two seconds, and then keep repeating the two motions at the same rate. 

The lung-inflating effect in Diagram C is much assisted if the arms be swung 

outwards as they are lifted. If more than one person is present, the patient’s tongue 

should also be drawn out during each outward or lung-inflating stroke (Diagram C) 

and released during each inward or lung deflating stroke (Diagram D).In both case, 

be careful to avoid violent operations, as injury of the internal organs may result 

from excessive and sudden pressures. After recovery, burns if serious, should be 
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treated with a proper oil dressing. Avoid exposing patient to cold. Administer no 

restoratives until the Doctor comes. Two methods of treatment for electric shock 

have been described above. It is the duty of every railway servant to be familiar 

with these methods of rendering artificial respiration 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

03. Re-grading of the existing formation to ease out the steeper gradient 

to address the stalling problem in various block sections in ECoR  

by Sri S.K Nayak, Dy.CSO(Engg.) 
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 In a few block sections spread over all the three divisions of ECoR, there exist 

a number of zones having gradients of 1:100 or steeper where incidences of stalling 

are very often reported. This warrants mitigation of this safety and operational 

hazards. Execution of doubling, 3rd line and 3rd & 4th line works are in progress in 

various sections having stalling prone zones by Construction Organisation and RVNL 

in East Coast Railway.  For re-grading existing formation over the stalling zones, 

traffic may be diverted by providing temporary diversion over the proposed 

adjacent line and after completion of re-grading work; traffic can be restored 

through the existing alignment. After that, 3rd or 3rd and 4th line over the proposed 

alignment may be commissioned. A schematic sketch on the suggestion is enclosed 

for ready reference.  

       Re-grading of existing formation over the stalling zones shall not be possible 

after commissioning of 3rd & 3rd and 4th line because the existing formation shall be 

sandwiched between the proposed 3rd and 4th lines.  

 Executing agencies may to plan  re-grading of existing formation at the 

stalling zones for better operations and safety. 

 

 

 

 

04. In-house modification in Ansaldo make EI at Jenapur Station;1st in ECoR: 

  Sri Pravat Kumar, SSO(S&T) 
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Modification in EI departmentally was a PRIME target for 2022-23. Khurda division has done a 

commendable job by reducing timer from 120 sec to 0 sec for calling on signal below starter 

through in house modification in Ansaldo make EI system at Jenapur station.  

Procedure followed in the alteration are given below- 

1. The available Boolean logic at the station was compiled and CRC checksum was noted. 

2. The loaded application data file was downloaded through maintenance PC and using 

reverse compiler CRC and checksum was obtained. 

3. It was ascertained that CRC and checksum are matching for Sr. No 1 and 2. 

4. This ascertained that the Boolean logic available at station is of correct version. 

5. The required modification of the Boolean logic was done. The modification was done 

using Notepad software. 

6. Using Araxis software, the comparison was done between original Boolean logic and 

modified Boolean logic. Verification of validation of changes was done.  

7. After the verification, the Boolean logic was converted into application data file using 

the compiler. 

8. The CRC and checksum was noted down. 

9. The application data file was loaded in standby system. 

10.  Block was taken and the standby system was made online. 

11.  The functional testing of modification was carried out and after ensuring the system 

is responding correctly, the other system was also loaded with modified application 

data. 

12. This work doesn’t involve any modification in interface or outdoor circuit. All the 

software used in this task was available with the railway. No expenditure incurred in 

this task. Ansaldo service engineer was available at the site during the work. 

The biggest challenge in this was to ascertain the compatibility of compiler for compiling 

the Boolean logic. This successful attempt validated that the compiler available with the 

railway is compatible.  

At last it is pertinent here to mention that this task though small but important was 

possible only due to continuous encouragement from PCSO/ECoR, PCSTE/ECoR, technical 

guidance of CSE/ECoR and efforts of team Khurda. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

05. Safety Circulars: 
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EAST COAST RAILWAY 

  Office of the 

 Pr. Chief Safety Officer, 

   Bhubaneswar. 

No:-ECo.R/SFY/67/              Date: 17.05.2022 

(SAFETY CIRCULAR NO: 05/2022) 

 Sub:- Inspection and maintenance of glued insulated joints.  

  Glued Insulated Rail Joints are required for provision of track circuits. This 

being part of track, is installed by Engineering Department. Maintenance of glued insulated 

joints is essential for proper functioning of track circuits. For convenience GLUED 

INSULATED RAIL JOINTS have been referred to as “Glued Joints”. There are two types 

of glued joints namely G3(L) type having six bolts and G3(S) type having four bolts. G3 (L) 

type glued joints are for use in LWR/CWR track in all the temperature zones and G3 (S) 

type joints are for use in fish plated track as well as in SWR track. 

To prevent in service failures, the glued joints shall be inspected jointly by 

Engineering and Signal Departments at SSE/JE level at least once in three months as per 

glued joint manual, chapter- 5. Maintenance and replacement of defective glued insulated 

rail joints, is to be done by Engineering Department. This inspection normally be clubbed 

with Joint inspection of points & crossings.  

A. Insertion of New Glued Insulated Rail Joints:- 

1. Before installation, insulation resistance of a new glued insulated joint shall not be less 

than 10 mega-ohms which is measured using an insulation tester of 100 V DC. Insulation 

should be tested across the end post as well as between fish bolts and the rails on either 

side of the insulation joints. 

2. Measurement of insulation of all glued joints shall be done jointly (PWAY& S&T) before 

installation by good quality insulation tester. 

3. Proper squaring of the glued joints shall be ensured. The glued joint shall be centrally 

located over adjoining sleepers as far as possible. In no case it should be on sleeper. 

4. Where staggering cannot be avoided the distance between staggered joints shall not 

exceed the minimum wheel base of the vehicles.  

5. Proper drainage should be ensured so as to avoid flooding of tracks during rains, 

particularly in yards where watering of coaches is done and in water columns. 

6. ERC-J Clip and end cut GFN liners should be used at glued joints (as well as Nylon 

insulated joints) to avoid contact of clip with the fish plates. 

 

7. Only FTC (Fit for Track Circuiting) sleepers shall be used in track circuited areas. The 

sleeper spacing under glued joints shall be same as that of intermediate sleepers. 

8. At least 10 sleepers on either side of the glued joints shall be properly packed to the 

correct level. 
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9. Ballast shall be kept clean throughout the track-circuited section and care should be 

taken to see that the ballast is kept clear off from the flange of rails and rail fastenings 

not less than by 50 mm.  

B. Inspection and Maintenance of In-service Glued Insulated Joints:-  

1. Good quality insulation tester duly calibrated by appropriate test house shall only be 

used for in-service inspections. 

2. As glued insulated joints should behave as monolithic unit, there should not be any 

relative movement between rails and fish plates or separation of rail / fishplate surface 

and insulation. In case where glued insulated joints do not behave as monolithic unit and 

insulation resistance is not as per Para 3 below, the same should be replaced on priority. 

3. Insulation of glued joints shall be checked in dry condition at a frequency of at least 

once in three months (Quarterly). Insulation condition of fish bolts with respect to rails 

shall be assessed by measuring insulation between fish plate/fish bolt and rail on either 

side of the joint. If the insulation is found to be less than 1 Mega-ohms, it shall be 

planned for replacement of glued joint within 15 days. However, if the insulation is 

found to be less than 3 Kilo-ohms, it shall be replaced on priority within 3 days. 

4. A faulty glued joint may be checked by taking voltage readings across the track relay 

terminals. Any change in voltage reading when the adjacent track circuit feed is shunted 

or disconnected will indicate faulty insulation joints. Reasons for the same should be 

analyzed and corrective action be taken in such case. 

5. The replacement of glued insulated joints, wherever required, will be done by 

Engineering Department. The Signal staff as required for connection/ reconnection and 

testing shall be provided at site. 

6. Metal overflow/burrs if any, on the rail table at the joints shall be removed skillfully by 

Engineering staff in presence of S& T staff for avoiding any damage to end post so that 

ends do not bridge with each other and cause a potential short. It shall also be ensured 

that during removal of metal overflow/burrs, no dent/notch is formed in the rail. 

7. Any iron flakes or brake-block dust accumulated at the glued joint or on adjacent rails 

shall be brushed off by S& T staff so as to avoid possibility of electrical conductivity.  

8. Periodic coating by insulating varnish/epoxy over the nylon-insulated joint/glued joint 

to avoid shorting due to brake dust shall be done. 

 

 

9. The sleepers and fastenings at Glued Insulated Joints shall be ensured in proper and 

effective condition. Proper elastic rail clip should be used. Any missing/or incorrectly 

used ERC shall be replaced. 

10. The ballast in track in the vicinity of the glued joints shall be clean to ensure proper 

packing and efficient drainage. It shall be ensured that the ballast is clear off rails and 
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rail-fastenings. The clearance from the underside of rail to ballast shall normally not be 

less than 50 mm for the glued joint. 

11. During inspection, glued joints should be closely observed for any loose/ broken/ missing 

bolts, fish plate cracks and rail end batter. Suitable corrective action should be taken 

in time. 

12. In the case of point track circuits, the insulation joint shall not be in the stock rail joint 

but in the rail joint ahead of it wherever feasible. 

13. Proper records of all joint inspections of glued joints and actions taken there after shall 

be maintained in registers at station. The record shall be kept in the format enclosed 

as Annexure and shall be jointly signed by P.way and S&T staff/officer. 

C.  Life Cycle of Glued Joints : - 

           Life cycle of Glued Insulated Rail Joints is tentatively fixed at 200 GMT of 

traffic. As per Railway board Lt.No.2021/CE-II/TSC/10THextraordinary, New Delhi 

dated 16/07/2021 the tentative life cycle of the Glued Insulated Rail Joints shall be 

400 GMT for 60kg glued joints with 6mm gap. 

 

   However, renewal of such special track components shall continue to be 

planned on condition basis after they have degenerated to a level where they are not 

able to serve their desired purpose as per provision of para 702(1)(f) of irpwm 2020 by 

Engineering Department. 

 

All inspecting officials are directed to pay special attention to above subject & 

should ensure strict compliance and also counsel concerned staff accordingly.  

              Sd/- 

Pr. Chief Safety Officer, 

     Bhubaneswar 

 

 

 

 

 

EAST COAST RAILWAY 

 

Office of the 

Pr Chief Safety Officer, 

Bhubaneswar. 

No:- ECoR/SFY/ 67/                  Date:- 31.05.2022 
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(SAFETY CIRCULAR NO- 06/2022) 

 

Sub: - Work site protection at construction site 
 

It is reported in most of the inspections of officers and supervisors that 

executive agencies/contractors are executing construction work by the side of 

running track without proper work site protection/barricading. In spite of repeated 

instructions issued through safety circulars and JPOs, the instructions are not being 

followed at the field level. 
 

In view of the above, to protect running track at the work sites, a joint safety 

circular bearing no 01/2014 issued on date 18.03.2014, is reiterated below for 

reference to ensure proper site protection during execution of work.  

 

Joint safety circular no 01/2014 dt 18.03.2014 

 

1.0  Measures to be ensured prior to start of the work. 

1. Before starting execution of works such as gauge conversion/doubling/new lines in the 

vicinity of the existing track, executing agency i.e. Construction organization, RVNL, 

R.E., RailTel, RITES, IRCON, etc. should submit a certificate, as per the check list of 

JPO placed at Annexure-II, signed by not below the level of a gazetted officer, to the 

sectional DEN/Sr. DEN stating that all prescribed safety measures including 

protection of running track have been taken by him. 

2. No work should start by the executing agency before submission of the certificate 

prescribed at para 1.1 above. 

3. Staff/Supervisor of the contractor shall be trained in DETS in the Divisions and 

should obtain necessary competency certificate before being deployed at site. 

4. Executing agency should also submit name & mobile Nos. of site in-charge/engineers. 

5. Before starting work, Chain Line Wire mesh barricading fixed on MS angle posts 

embedded in concrete blocks are to be provided by the executive agency at their own 

cost parallel to the track at a distance 3.15m from centre line of the nearest track as 

per the sketch attached at Annexure-I. 

6. Executing agency should advise the Sr. DEN, ADEN, and the SSE (P.Way) about 

detailed planning of work to be taken up including track protection measures to be 

adopted. Also “Work In Progress” signage boards should be erected by the agency near 

barricading at each 200m distance. 

 

2.0    Measures to be ensured during the execution of work 

2.1 Executing agency should deploy adequate no. of lookout men at level crossings,    major 

bridges, deep cuttings, station yards etc. to warn the workmen, Railway men and 

general public. 
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2.2 Drivers/operators of road vehicles/machineries are to be briefed by contractor 

about safety precautions to be adopted while moving/working close to existing track 

and assurance should be taken from them to that effect, in writing.  

2.3 Vehicles/Machinery shall not be left unattended at worksite. However if it is 

unavoidable, then those should be manned and also properly secured to prevent rolling 

down. 

2.4 Contractor shall ply road vehicles only between sunrise and sunset. In special cases, 

working during night hours shall be allowed by the Railway. For this, sufficient bright 

lighting to be provided at the work site for clear visibility to LOCO drivers and 

vehicle drivers. Required staff also shall be posted for night working.  

2.5 In usual circumstances, if plant operator/driver apprehends infringement to track 

while working, he shall immediately advise the situation to Railway official and assists 

him in protecting track with banner flag/HS lamp at 600m from such worksite and 

deploying one flag man each at 1200m and also 30m distance from obstruction with 

HS flags/HS lamps 

 (Ref. Para- 806(2) (Annx. 8/2 IRPWM ) 

2.6 Any temporary arrangement, if required to be made during execution, is to be 

informed to the I/C SSE/P.Way in writing and should not infringe moving dimensions.   

Necessary checks shall be exercised by site in-charge from time to time. 

2.7 Lookout man has to be deployed along the track at 800m from the worksite with red 

flag/HS lamp and whistle to warn drivers of the contractors vehicle of the 

approaching trains. 

2.8  While digging at worksite, if any type of cable is met with, work should be stopped 

and concerned Electrical/S&T/Engg staff should be informed immediately. Existing 

cables should be protected by contractor as per railway board Telecom circular no 

17/2013 dt 24.06.2013  

3.0 Work to be taken up within 3.15m of centre line off track (i.e. between the 

barricading and the track) 

3.1 When any work is to be executed within 3.15m of the nearest track centre, executing 

agency shall submit a programme for such work to the ADEN of the section. 

3.2 Such work is to be done only under block protection and track is to be protected as 

per para no 806 of IRPWM by executing agency. Such work should be supervised by 

contractor’s staff who are trained at Divisional Engg Training schools (DETS) and 

possess necessary competency certificate issue by ADEN of the section. 

3.3 Contractor shall not allow any of his road vehicle/plant etc to ply within 3.15 meters 

from the centre of nearest track without presence of railway’s Supervisor. 

 

4.0 Precautions required to be taken during execution of work under traffic block. 

4.1 If work is to be done under traffic block,  I/C engineer of the executing agency shall 

intimate in writing to the concerned railway authority of the section for arranging 

block. Work should be taken up by the contractor after the track is properly 

protected as per para 3.2 above and traffic block is granted. Traffic block has to be 

taken  by SSE/P.Way who is in charge of the section. 
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4.2  After completion of work, traffic block is to be cancelled by Railway’s supervisors 

only after ensuring that vehicles, tools & plants, released materials etc are removed 

from the site and all temporary arrangements etc dismantled by the Agency and after 

ensuring that the standard moving dimensions are not infringed. 

5.0   Stacking of materials beside the track 

5.1 Material stacking sites shall be selected jointly by ADEN/SSE (P.Way), Executing 

agency and contractor’s site engineer so as to avoid infringement of moving 

dimensions and marked by white lime. A plan of such stacking locations should be 

prepared by the contractor and jointly signed by him and the Railway’s 

ADEN/SSE(P.Way). 

5.2 Structural bonds, track bonds, cross bonds, longitudinal rail bonds should not be 

disturbed and if disconnected for the work they should be connected properly after 

completion of work. 

5.3 Track level should not be raised beyond permissible limit during work. 
 

6.0 Precautions to be taken while working in OHE areas. 
 

6.1 Contractor shall take permission from SSE/TRD of concerned  section before taking 

up  work near OHE area. Agency shall ensure that minimum 2.0 mtr gap is maintained 

between  live OHE wire and any working tools and plants/machinery. 

6.2 Authorised OHE staff shall be present while carrying out any major electrical works 

and relaying works etc. 

6.3 If power block is required by contractor, it shall be taken in advance and permit to 

work shall be issued by the Electrical Dept. before OHE work is taken up. 

6.4 Structural bonds, cross bonds, longitudinal rails bonds etc. should not be disturbed 

by contractor while working in OHE area. He should not raise the track level beyond 

permissible limit to ensure proper OHE clearance. 

 

7.0 Watch by Open Line 

7.1 Open line Engg. Officers and staff shall always keep a watch on safety precautions 

taken at worksite and shall have the work stopped, if any unsafe work is noticed.  

 

           Sd/- 

Pr. Chief Safety Officer, 

     Bhubaneswar 

 

 

 

 

 

EAST COAST RAILWAY 

                           Office of the COM, 

                                                                                               Rail Sadan: 

Chandrasekharpur                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

                                                Bhubaneswar - 17 
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No. ECoR/Optg/SC/55/III/S. Circular/Caution Order                Date: 03.10.2017 

 

HQ TRAFFIC SAFETY CIRCULAR – 3 
 

              Sub: Procedure of recoding, preparing and issuance of Caution Order     

----- 

During course of inspections by different officials it was notice that proper 

procedures are not being followed to record, prepare and issue caution orders. Such cases 

endanger safety in train running and also effect punctuality. In view of the above laid down 

procedures are being reiterated for implementation in the field.  

(1)Method of notifying/cancellation of special precautions:  

(a) When a competent railway servant finds it necessary to impose any speed restriction or 

any special precaution on a portion of a line, including OHE, due to repairs or work or for any 

other reason, he shall.-(i) advise in writing the Station Master of the nearest block 

station (preferably the block station controlling entry into the affected section) the exact 

kilometreage and the station at which or the stations between which the restriction or 

special precaution is to be observed, its nature and likely duration, the method of protection 

of the place of restriction together with the location where engineering indicators are to 

be exhibited etc. and also advise other railway servants concerned as per SR 4.09.03(a) (i) 

who are required to be notified in this regard and also the Divisional Transportation 

Inspector, Chief Controller, Divisional Engineer, Divisional Operations Manager, Divisional 

Electrical Engineer (Tr. D). Divisional Electrical Engineer (OP), and 

(ii) not commence such operation until written permission is received from the Station 

Master. 

 (b) The Station Master receiving the advice shall not acknowledge it until he has advised 

the Station Master of the block station at the other end of the block section to be affected 

and obtained his acknowledgement. 

(c) When the cause of such restriction or special precaution has been removed, the 

competent railway servant concerned shall advise this fact to the Station Master of the 

nearest block station, under exchange of Private Numbers, and other officials concerned 

who were notified earlier of the imposition of the restriction. 

(2)Method of obtaining acknowledgement from the Station Master of Notice Station.-

(a) When the Notice Station is situated in the same control section:-(i) The Station Master 

of the block Station controlling the entry of the train into the section where special 

precautions are to be observed/cancelled/modified shall call upon the Station Master of the 

Notice Station concerned and transmit the message notifying/ cancelling/modifying the 

special precautions. The Notice Station shall acknowledge the same supported by a Private 

Number. In case of notification of a new restriction or modification of an existing one, 

he shall also indicate the number and description of the first train to which such caution 

order/modified caution order will be issued. 

(ii) The Section Controller shall then issue a caution order to the Station Master of the 

block station immediately in rear affected section, indicating the number and description of 

all trains which are on the run between the Notice Station and such block station, to which 

caution order shall be issued as per clause (ii) of sub-rule (a) of SR 4.09.03. 
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(b) When the Notice Station is situated on a different Control section :-The Station Master 

of the block station controlling the entry of the train into the section where special 

precautions are to be observed/ cancelled/modified shall contact the Dy. Chief Controller 

and transmit the message to a person nominated by him. 

(i) When the Notice Station is situated in the same division.-The nominated staff receiving 

the message shall retransmit the same to the Station Master of the Notice Station, who 

shall acknowledge it supported by a Private Number, indicating the number 

and description of the first train to which the caution order/modified caution order will be 

issued. The nominated staff receiving the message shall also ascertain the position of all 

trains on the run between the Notice Station and such block station and then issue a control 

order to the Station Master of the block station controlling the entry of the train into the 

affected section indicating the number and description of the train to which caution orders 

shall be issued as per clause (ii) of sub- rule (a) of SR 4.09.03. He shall also repeat the 

Private Number received from the Station Master of the Notice Station. 

(ii) When the Notice Station is situated on a different division. The nominated staff on 

receipt of such message shall contact the nominated staff of the concerned Division and 

transmit the message to him. The said staff and the Station Master of the Notice Station 

shall then follow the same procedure as detail in clause (i) above except that the said staff 

shall issue the order number detailing the particulars of the trains on the run on the section, 

the number and description of the first train to which such caution order will be issued, and 

the acknowledgement Private Number -received from the Station Master of the Notice 

Station. The said nominated staff of the Division on which such restriction has been imposed 

shall then give an order number to the Station Master of the block station immediately in 

rear of the affected section detailing the particulars of the trains on the run on the section, 

the number and description of the first train to which such caution order has been issued, 

the private number given by the Station Master of the Notice Station and the control order 

number given by nominated staff of the concerned division. 
 

NOTE :- (i) The nominated staff shall reconcile the daily inter divisional restriction in 

force, after verifying from concerned Station Master, with the nominated staff of the 

concerned Divisions. 

(ii) The nominated staff shall maintain separate Caution Order Register for each 

controlled section. Separate serial number shall be used for each section. It shall also bear 

the reference of the Caution Order Register serial number of the Notice Station as well as 

of the block station immediately in rear of the affected section. 
 

(3) Action by the Station Master after cancellation of the restriction: 
 

(a) The Station Master receiving advice regarding the removal of the restriction shall advise 

this fact to the Station Master at the other end of the block section concerned, the Station 

Masters of Notice Stations and other railway servants who were advised about it earlier. 

After issue of the advice regarding cancellation of the caution order, the Station Master 

may discontinue the issue of the caution order. 

(b) If no train is booked to stop at the station, the advice regarding the removal of the 

restriction shall be sent to one of the adjoining block station as who shall take action in 

accordance with sub-rule (a) above. 

 

(4) Record of Caution orders: 
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(a) At all stations where caution order are issued, the Station Master shall keep an up-to-

date record of all the restrictions imposed, with the dates of their enforcement and 

cancellation, authority, nature etc. in a Caution Order Register. 
 

 (i) All entries in the Caution Order Register shall be made by the Station Master on duty in 

his own handwriting. No code, except station code, shall be used while making entries in the 

Caution Order Register which should always be kept with the Station Master on duty. The 

entries shall be numbered consecutively. Whenever a Station Master is relieved for change 

of duties, he shall be responsible to ensure that each order in the register has been signed 

by the person relieving him. A Station Master shall, when he comes on duty, record in the 

Station Diary Book, the Serial Numbers of all the caution orders in force at the time. This 

entry shall also be checked and countersigned by the relieved Station Master in token of 

correctness. 

(ii) Only one set of serial numbers shall be used in both sections (A) and (B) of the Caution 

Order Register throughout the year, commencing from the 1st January. 

(iv) On every Monday the Station Master in-charge shall carefully go through the register 

and write in red ink taking a fresh page the restriction which are still In force in the 

following manner :-“Serial Nos. page reference of the Register, No. & Date of the Message, 

Kilometreage, location (between stations or at station), speed restriction and brief reasons. 

Date ....................... Signature of the Station Master” 

(iii) Each register, on completion, shall have a final summary of Serial Numbers still in force, 

which should be carried on to the next register before it is brought into use. The closing 

summary of the old register and opening summary of the new register shall be duly signed 

by the Station Master-in-charge who should also quote the next consecutive 

serial number for posting. 

(b) Similar records shall be kept at other places like Control Offices, Crew Lobbies etc. also, 

where information in this regard is received.-For this purpose a register shall be maintained 

separately for each section and the restrictions imposed posted in proper sequence 

according to kilometreage. Loco Pilots of outgoing train shall sign in the appropriate register 

maintained in the Crew Lobby and the shift-in- charge shall sign in token of the Loco Pilots 

having noted the particulars or restrictions. 

(c) Whenever any restriction has to be observed within station limits, the site of restriction 

shall be specified in relation to station signals. This information shall, in each case, be 

embodied in the message issued by the engineering official-in-charge of the work and in the 

caution order issued by the Station Master in respect of such restriction. 

(d) The Loco Pilots and the Guards shall hand over the caution order to the Crew Controller 

and Station Master, respectively, at the end of their journey along with other train papers. 

                             Sd/- 

                                                                                           (Sanjay Mahapatra) 

            Chief Passenger Transportation Manager  

06. Accident Statistics & Brief Of Accident Particulars Upto May - 2022: 

ACCIDENTS Upto  MAY -2022  
 

CONSEQUENTIAL TRAIN ACCIDENTS AS ON MAY-2022:- 
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Type of Accident  2021-22 2021-22 Upto 

MAY’22 

2022-23 Upto 

MAY’22 

TOTAL CHANGE  

Collisions 04(ANGL-TLHD, HDS station & two in BHNS-

KMLR section) 
  - 

Derailments - - - - 

MLC - - - - 

FIRE - - - - 

Misc.  - - - - 

Total 04(ANGL-TLHD, HDS station & two in BHNS-

KMLR section) 
0 0 0 

 

NON CONSEQUENTIAL OTHER TRAIN ACCIDENTS for 2021-22 & 2022-23 Upto MAY:- 

YEAR Collision Derailment Fire MLC Unusual 
Indicativ

e/SPAD 

Rolling 

stock/ Equp 

failure 
Misc. Total 

2021-22 - 04(BHNS-BCHL Sabotage, JKPR, 

BDVR-SLPM, ), SXZ-BALU 
- - 

01 
(BCHL Loco 

set a blaze) 
- - - 05 

2020-21 

(Upto MAY’21) 
 

01 
BHNS-BCHL Sabotage 

- - - - - - 
01 

2022-23 

(Upto MAY’22) 
 01(DPC-GPJ) - - - - - - 01 

NON CONSEQUENTIAL YARD ACCIDENTS for  for 2021-22 & 2022-23 Upto MAY:- 

YEAR Collision Derailment Fire MLC Unusual SPAD/Indicative  

Rolling 

stock 

/Equipment 

failure 

Misc. Total 

2021-22 

 
- 

14(ANGL, KDJR, SCMN, NPD, 

BCHL, DOBL, VZM, DVD , CTS, BXQ, 

BDBA, CTC & BHJA, SPRD) 
- - - 

03 
BBSN, BSDP- KAPG 

IBS, MZZ-BTV IBS 

- - 17 

2020-21 

(Upto MAY’21) 
- 01(ANGL) - - - - - - 01 

2022-23 

(Upto MAY’22) 
- 01 (PSA) - - - - - - 01 

➢ There is no SPAD case recorded in 2015-16, 2017-18, 2018-19 &2020-21 &01 SPAD each in 2016-17 (BRAG-CTC Auto 

Sig) & 2019-20 (BALU) & 03 in 2021-22 (BBSN Goods & Mail exp trains at  IB signal of KAPG-BSDP & MZZ-BTV) & Nil till date 
in 2022-23. 

➢ There is no fire and MLC incidence in 2019-20, 2020-21, 2021-22 & 2022-23 till date 
➢ Summary of accident for 2021-22:Consequential Accident : 04, Other Train Accident: 05, SPAD-03,Yard /Misc 

/Unusual Accident : 14 Total=26 
➢ Summary of accident for 2022-23:Consequential Accident : 0, Other Train Accident: 1, SPAD-0,Yard /Misc/Unusual 

Accident : 01Total=02 

 
Accident Statistics 

As 31.05.2022 
Category wise analysis of   Accidents  for  2021-22 & 2022-23 
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SL 

No 

Category of 

Accident 

2021-22 2022-23 (Upto MAY) 

  

RB/ 

Conseq

uential 

Other 

Train  

YD Misc Total RB/ 

Conseq

uential 

Other 

Train 

YD Misc Total 

1 Breach of Block Rules           

2 Casuality           

3 Collision           

4 Derailments  04 
ANGL-TLHD 

BHNS-
KMLR/2, 

HDS 

04 
 BHNS-BCHL, 
JKPR, BDVR-
SLPM, SXZ-

BALU 

13(ANGL,KDJ

R, SCMN & 
NPD, BCHL, 
DOBL, VZM, 
DVD, CTS, 
BXQ,BDBA, 

CTC, BHJA, ) 

 21 
 

01 
GPJ-DPC 

01 
PSA 

 02 

5 Failure of Engine & 

Rolling Stock 

       
   

6 Failure of Signalling & 

Tele communication 

  01 
SPRD 

 01      

7 Fire        
 

 
 

8 MLC Accident 
   

 
 

 
 

  
 

9  Miscellaneous Accident 
   

 
 

     

10  Miscellaneous incident           

11 Other Incident           

12 SPAD    03 
BBSN, 
BSDP- 

KAPG IBS, 
MZZ-BTV 

IBS 

03      

13  Train Wrecking  01 
BCHL loco 
set a blaze 

  01  
 

  
 

14 UMLC Accident   
 

 
 

     

 Total  04 05 14 03 26 0 01 01 
 

02 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cause Wise Accident Analysis of Accidents 2021-22 & 2022-23:       

SNo Cause of Accident 2021-22  2022-23(Upto MAY) 

  RB Other 

train 

YD Misc Total RB Other 

train 

YD Misc Total 
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1 Failure of Road user           

2 
Bad Engineman-ship 

 
01(4)/ 

JKPR/SPAD 
01(4/12) 
BDBA/SPAD 

03(12) 
BBSNBSDP- 
KAPG IBS, 

MZZ-BTV IBS 

05      

3 Bad Engineman-ship+ 

Failure of SM/ staff 

          

4 Poor Brake Power & Bad 

Engineman ship 

          

5 Rolling stock defect  01(4) 
SXZ-BALU/HA 

01(4) 
NPD,-H/A 

 02      

6 Defective tyres of Dead 

Loco 

  
  

 
     

7 
Track Defect 

01(4) 

BHNS-

KMLR* 

01(4) 
BDVR-SLPM 

05(4) 
ANGL/ 

SCMN/VZM/BXQ/CTS,  

 07      

8  Boulder fallen on track 
 

   
 

 01   01 

   9 
Sabotage/Miscreant 

Activity 

01(4) 

BHNS-

KMLR 

02(4,13) 
BHNS-BCHL 

derailment & 
loco  set fire 

Sabotage 

 
 

03      

10 Door opening of wagon   01(4) 

DOBH 
 01      

11 Overloading of VP 
 

   
 

     

12 Uneven loading   03(4) 
DVD/BCHL/BHJA 

 03      

13 Work-site protection 

failure 

01 

(HDS) 

   01      

14 Failure of Shunting staff 
/Adoption of short cuts 

  01 (CTC)  01   01  01 

15 Fire            

16 Equipment Failure           

17 Track Jammed   01(4)  01      

18 Interference with 

Interlocking 

  01 (4) 
SPRD 

 01      

19 Side Grazing           

20 Failure of engine and 
rolling stock 

   
  

     

21 Casualty incident           

22 Cattle/Elephan Run over            

23 Under CRS inquiry. 

 
         

24 flash flood 01(4) 
ANGL-
TLHD 

   01      

 Total 04 05 14 03 26 0 01 01 0 02 

BRIEF OF ACCIDENTS REPORTED TO RAILWAY BOARD IN 2022-23 TILL MAY’22: 
 

Other train Accident   2022-23:-  
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Sl 

No 

Date & 

Time/ ID 

Divn Type & 

Section 

Train No. Brief of Accident Cause 

 

Responsibility 

 

01 30.05.22/ 

21.35 hrs 

ID:202205

12001  

Derailment 

/D5 

Sr. Sub 

inquiry 

accepted on 

31.05.2022 

by Sr.DSO 

& JS inquiry 

ordered on 

31.05.2022 

GPJ-DPC sec 

at Km. 

122/05-07  

Train no. (DN) 

KJSW 29/27, 

Loco no. 

23694, 23766, 

23571 WAG5, 

Load 

60/60=5909T, 

BPC 

500004956 

dated 

10.05.2022 

issued at 

RMUYVSPS 

Train no. (DN) KJSW 29/27, 

Loco no. 23694, 23766, 23571 

WAG5, Load 60/60=5909T, 

BPC 500004956 dated 

10.05.2022 issued at 

RMUYVSPS left DPC at 

21:17hrs got derailed by front 

trolley, last pair wheels of the   

leading loco hitting a boulder 

fallen middle of the track at 

KM 122/05-07 at 21:35hrs  

from the nearby blasting site 

for ongoing doubling work & 

dragged upto 25 meters. Re-

railment completed & track fit 

given at 04:35hrs 

Boulder of size  

(1.25*0.40*0.50 

M3) fallen from the 

doubling 

construction side 

due to non-

supervision of rock 

cutting of major 

contractual works 

and lack of 

vigilance/precaution 

taken by the 

construction 

department staff 

present at side 

Primary: 

Construction 

department 

for not 

taking 

precaution at 

work site.  

 

Yard Accidents for   2022-23:-  

Sl 

No 

Date & 

Time/ ID 

Divn Type & 

Section 

Train No. Brief of Accident Cause 

 

Responsibility 

 

01 13.04.22/ 

19:20 hrs 

ID:202204

12001  

Derailment 

/D6  
Sr. Sub 

inquiry 

accepted by 

09.05.22 by 

ADRm/Infra/

KUR 

KUR DIV 

PSA yard/R-

11  

Loco No 33407 

WAG-9/TATA  

During shunting loco no. 33407 

WAG9/TATA, front trolley 02 

wheels got derailed at point no 

80B-05 on R/11 at PSA yard 

at 19:20 hrs.  

On duty LP unable 

to control before 

point no 80 B.  

Primary: Sri 

G.Sridhar 

Sr.ALP/PSA,  

Secondary: NIL. 

BW:- Sri 

S.V.Ramana, 

STM/PSA,  

NB: There was no consequential & Indicative train accident during 2022-23 upto MAY’22 

 
Accident per Million Train Kilometers (Comparative Annual Performance Agreement)/MOU:- 

Year Collision Derailments Total 

Accident 

Total MT Km in 

thousands  

Accident per  

MT Km 

2020-21      0 

 

01 01 44420 0.02 

2021-22       0 

 

04 04 57883 0.069 

2022-23 

Upto MAY 

0 0 0 1043 0 

 

 

07. Two Liner SMS Message Campaign: MAY-2022 

http://www.safety.indianrail.gov.in/sims/viewAccidentDetail?id=20210512001
http://www.safety.indianrail.gov.in/sims/viewAccidentDetail?id=20210512001
http://www.safety.indianrail.gov.in/sims/viewAccidentDetail?id=20210512001
http://www.safety.indianrail.gov.in/sims/viewAccidentDetail?id=20210512001
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1.  SMS/message campaign was done through officers & supervisors of various 

departments & then down the line staff on the following safety issues: 

a. Tri colour torches for safe working must be in working condition. 

b. Swiveling platform should be raised or lowered when the tower wagon is stationary. 

c. All lightening protection arrangement (Class-A, SPDS earthing etc.) shall be in working 

condition to ensure protection to S&T gears.  

d. In view of applying grease by unidentified person on rail between BMCK-THV gradient 

section it is advised to keep grease at a safe location after use to avoid recurrence. 

e. All en-route stations & LC gates to be kept alert if any message of hot axle, hanging 

parts, door openings etc. received and to take appropriate action accordingly. 

f. LP & ALP don’t deviate your attention while approaching signal and speed restriction spots.  

Remain cool but dynamic according to speed of your train.   

g.  Ensure availability & use of ORS, water bottle & umbrella with patrol man & track 

maintainers in view of present rising temperature. 

h. Intensify hot weather patrolling as per IRPWM because of abnormal rise in temperature 

forecasted by IMD. 

08. Major Initiatives/Activities Undertaken By ECoR on safety issues & 

Achievements During MAY’22:- 
 
 

1. Four brochures for counseling on “Under gear examination and other safety items in 

coaching trains”, “Counseling to LP/Loco shunter for smooth shunting operation”, 

“Signal failure and duty of station staff, attending failure with reconnection and 

disconnection” “counselling of gate keppers regarding safe working at LC and 

attending unusual incidents Duty of gate man in case of Protection to S&T assets to 

lightening”. Thus a total of 23 numbers of counseling brochures have been issued till 

date to standardize counseling. 

2. V-SAT of ART/SBP & KUR were tested on 05.05.2022 by Sr.DSO/SBP & 

Sr.DSO/KUR respectively & found functioning properly. 

3. V-SAT of ART/WAT was tested on 06.05.2022 at MYD by Sr. DSO/WAT & found 

functioning properly. 

4. To assess the knowledge of crew & guard over the section they are working; a quiz on 

“Know your section” was organized by the safety department & as per the marks 

secured the weak ones are emphasized upon & counseled by CLIs. 
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5. In WAT division 15 brake-vans, 14 locos, 15 AC coaches & 12 pantry cars were checked 

for fire alarm system functioning, loose connections etc. On board staff counseled on 

fire prevention & precaution. 

6. In WAT division shunting Locos were provided with CC TV camera with a monitor at 

the drivers cab to ease shunting operation; innovated by DLS/VSKP as “Third eye for 

loco shunter”. 

7. On 06.05.2022 pocket size booklet on RHS signals and SPAD prevention/precaution 

issued and circulated to the field staff in WAT division. 

8. A digital footplate inspection format was formulated and circulated to the foot 

plating officers and supervisors for quick reporting and analysis in WAT Division. 

9. Condition of glued joints at different yards was checked by officers & supervisors of 

safety department & irregularities intimated to concerned officers & supervisors for 

immediate remedial action. 

10. Award to staff for commendable work: Sri Gaurav Kumar, TM-IV/JRPD awarded by 

DRM/SBP for detecting hot axle in train No. ME/BOBRN/PPAP on 24.04.2022. 

11. Summer precaution drive was made and the following were ensured: 

➢ Dressing of ballast at LC approaches & cattle crossings. 

➢ Deficiencies at vulnerable buckling prone locations made good.  

➢ Hot weather patrolmen are nominated & counseled. 

➢ Availability of patrolling equipments at all SSE/P.Way (IC) units in ECoR. 

12. EI modification in connection with Calling-on signal below starter timer reduction 

from (60 sec to 0) has been done departmentally at Jenapur station on Khurda Road 

Division. 

13. L.C Gate No: CP-4 between Cuttack-Kandarpur section of Khurda Road Division 

interlocked with provision of Sliding boom, Electric Lifting Barrier, IPS & RTU. 

14. GGT make HASSDAC & media redundancy have been provided at Kaipadar Road-

Tapang (UP&DN) on Khurda Road Division replacing SSDAC. 

15. EI software version has been updated at Haridaspur, Dhanmandal & Joranda Road on 

Khurda Road Division. 
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16. Media Diversity has been provided at sections Bamur-Sargipali (UP&DN) & IBS 

Titlagarh-Kesinga (UP&DN) on Sambalpur Division. 

17. Master Slave Gate telephone with Voice logging feature was installed at Charbatia 

station to CT-11 of Khurda Road Division. 

18. Eight new CC rakes were formed in WAT Div.(Cumulative-355). 

19. Total 87 unloadable wagons were repaired by M/s Braithwaite (Cumul.-2517). 

20. In-situ Unloadable repair of wagons at various yards and sidings over ECoR for the 

month is 2357 wagons, the highest ever so far. 

21. At KBJ 304 wagons checked for working of hand brakes; 12found defective were 

rectified. 

22. Five hot axle wagons were detected & detached during the month. Two made fit by 

salvage. 

23. The health of track is being regularly monitored by OMS-2000 machines. Track 

monitoring for 1987 Tkm of track was done during the month & all peaks more than 

0.15g (31 nos) have been attended. 

24. A total of 16 IMR (Rail & weld) detected by USFD testing during the month, have 

been removed from track. 

25. Five RF/WFs were reported during the month. Cumulative 6 against 14 during previous 

year. 

26. Track renewals for 21.309 CTR units was completed during the month. 

27. Plain track of 47.593 km & 30 turnouts were deep screened during the month. 

28. Shoulder Ballast cleaning for 52.196 km of track was carried out during the month. 

29. TTR of 23.75 eq units (2 turnouts + 16 FS sleeper sets + 10 switches + 33 CMS xings 

+ 12 TWS) were renewed during the month at different yards. 

30. USFD testing of 1873.24 km of track has been done during this month for detection 

of flaws in rails & welds. 

31. Though fittings renewal for 13.165 km of track was done during the month. 

32. Through weld renewal by MFBW for 2.395 km of track was done during the month. 
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33. Track Machines:- 37.48 km of track was deep screened by BCM machines, 591.02 km 

of track & 347 nos of turnouts were tamped by tamping machines, Shoulder ballast 

cleaning of 36.35  km of track by FRM machine & track renewal by PQRS for 4.67 km 

of track has been done during the month. 

34. At 27 level crossings, luminous glow sign indicators for road users have been provided 

during the month. 

35. Rail 54.02 km & 9609 welds have been painted with anti corrosive painting during the 

month. 

36. Toe load measurement of ERC for 86.44 km & greasing of ERC for 135.055 km of 

track was done during the month. 

37. Destressing of LWR/CWRs was done for 85.9 km of track. 

38. Speedometer charts of selected trains were also checked to see if the LPs conduct 

brake feel & brake power tests as per laid down instructions. 

39. Anti derailment checking for 86 locos were done. (Cumulative-245) 

40. Following Section/Siding/Equipment have been electrified at 25KV supply during this 

month in KUR Div:- 

a. SQQ-RJGR section of 3rd & 4th line 46.417 TKM on 21.05.2022. 

b. 2.105 TKM of OHE at BOT project, PRDP & loco trial done on 25.05.2022. 

c. 2.493 TKM of OHE at JSW PRDP/East Query Coal Terminals Pvt Ltd siding 

(JSWPEQCTPL) PRDP port and loco trial done  on 22.05.2022. 

d. Gurudijhatia /SSP commissioned on 12.05.20222. 

e. SCADA commissioned at Gurudijhatia/SSP  &  Rajathagarh/SSP. 

 

 

INITIATIVES TAKEN BY THE SAFETY DEPARTMENT upto  MAY-2022 

Name of the items  2021-22  2021-22 

Upto MAY’21  

2022-23 Upto 

MAY’22  

% Variation  with 

respect to 

corresponding 
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period of previous 

year  

Safety Audits  

INTRA  04 01 01  -  

INTER  0 0 0  -  

DIV  55 07 05  -20  

Safety Drive  81 13 07  -85 

Safety Seminars/Webinar        1445 272 290  07  

Safety Circulars/Alert 

message  
64 05 09  

80 

Public Counselled  2,05,970 14,065 18,366  -31  

Staff Counselled        59,004 5655 4745  -16  

Ambush Checks  1141 153 193  26 

Inspections  15259 1757 2827  61  

Inspections (SAFETY)  2153 361 434  20  

Refresher  7081 741 1440  94  

Leaflets  2,82,708 10,559 11884  13  

Mock Drill  159 13 15  15  

Nukad Natak  84 11 18  64 
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 09. LESSON  LEARNT:  
Train accidents are threats to safe train operation as they damage railway property & huge loss is incurred to interruption of 

train services. Some accidents of 2019-20 & 2020-21 with cause, responsibility & lesson learnt are as under for necessary 

precautions & action to prevent recurrence. 
Sl.N Brief Description  Cause Responsibility Discussion/Lesson learnt 

01 On 29.12.2020 at 04.50hrs, 13 BOYEL load of iron 

ore of train No. KVL/50/G9 got derailed & hipped at 

KM 207/15 inside tunnel no-45. Between MVF-JRT of 

KK-2 Restoration took 71 hrs, Towards direction of 

movement 1:150 raising gradient/ speed 39 kmph at 

the time of derailment  D-4 

Cost of Damage: Rs. 22,80,924/- 

C&W:-Rs.14,81,300/- 

P.Way: Rs. 7,99,624/- 

Rail fracture as primary cause 

& secondary cause wagon 

defect as per ADRM ((Infra) on 

03.04.21 & accepted by 

DRM/WAT on 03.04.2021.  

JAG inq completed on 

26.03.2021. 

Accepted by DRM/WAT on 

03.04.2021. 

GM on 06.04.2021 

1. Sectional PWI to be issued with minor 

penalty  

2. SSE/USFD/JDB has already been 

issued with major penalty in JRT-MVF 

derailment case on 10.11.2021. 

3. SSE/C&W/VSKP to be issued with 

minor penalty. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: USFD is to be 

carried out scrupulously as per correction slip 

no-2 of welds & rails manual. 

PUNISHMENT: 

1. Sushil Kumar, SSE(P. way/ SEC stoppage 

of increment for 02 year with NCE. 

2. SSE/USFD Ravi B. Khatri issued with SF-

5 on 26.07.2021 

3. I.V Kumar, SSE C&W (VSPS) No action as 

he expired. 

4. A. Srinivas Rao, DTI/ KRPU (warning 

issued) 

5.  A.S Heedo, SSE (P)/KRPU: Censured 

6.  P.C Sekhar, SSE (BD) C&W /KRPU 

7. 8. Dr Suresh Kumar, CLI/KRPU: Censured 

02 On 10.11.2020, 12 BOYEL of train No. Down KVL-13/3 

hauled by loco 23131, 23999 & 23642 WAG5/VSKP 

derailed & capsized with wagons from 22nd to 34th 

derailed blocking section between JRT-MVF of KK-2 

at KM 201/1-3. D-5 

Cost of Damage: C&W-Rs 3,36,01,855/- 

P.Way: Rs 727000/- 

Total: Rs 3,43,288,55/- 

Rail fracture attributed to 

material defect in the ‘D’ 

marked manufactured by SAIL 

in 1996. 

 Accepted by DRM on 

23.03.2021. 

1. SAIL is primary for improper material 

2. P-SSE P WAY/ JDB/USFD Sri Ravi 

Bahadur Kshatri. 

3. Sri  Susil Kumar, SSE/JRT 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS: RB requested to 

sanction all ‘D’ mark rail at 50% of their GMT 

due to heavy axle load running in KK line. 

PUNISHMENT: 

1. 02 years stoppage NCE to SSE P WAY/ 

JDB/USFD Sri Ravi Bahadur Kshatri  & SF-5 

on 26.07.2021 to Susil Kumar, SSE/JRT 

under process 

03 On 24.01.2021 at 18.30 hrs, during admission in R/8 

at PSA rear wagon No.SR 32060082252 BCCNR ld 6th 

from engine 02 wheels & rear trolley all wheels 

derailed of wagon no 32060082078 7th from engine 

of train no.  E/FKG/CGS/BCCNR/ at KM 676/34-36 

over point No. 68B in R/6 while negotiating 1:8 1/2 

curve. Dn line obstructed till clearance of rear 

portion. Track fit 07.00 hrs of 25.01.2021. D-6 

Cost of damage:  

S&T: Rs.21000/-Engg: Rs. 22000/- 

C&W: Rs.35000/OHE RS.140000/- 

The BCCNR wagon having 

length 20 mts, height 4265 mm 

from the rail & having IRF-106 

type rare bogies different 

from other wagons and 

admitting to yard over multiple 

cross over lines i.e 68A, 68B, 

72 & 74 is the reason of 

derailment. 

Accepted by DRM 25.05.21 

Primary:-NIL 

Secondary: Yard master/staff who 

supervised the formation of BCCNR rake 

of train at Jolarpeti junction/SSE,MAS 

Southern Rly. 

RDSO guidelines for formation of BCCNR rake 

to be followed in the context of BLC & 

BCACMB wagons. 

On duty Yard master/supervisor to ensure the 

same. 
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Sl.N Brief Description  Cause Responsibility Discussion/Lesson learnt 

04 On 27.12.2020 at 02.30 hrs 02827 PUI-ST Exp loco No. 

37038 WAP-7/BIA Dashed with 01 elephant between 

HATB-MANE at Km. 18/9 & loco got entangled, dragged & 

derailed at Km-18/9 between HATB-MANE of SBP-ANGL 

Section. (E-2) 

 JAG inquiry accepted by DRM on 09.02.20. 

Sudden Obstruction by 

elephant on track right to 

left 

No Railway staff held responsible 1. Communication with forest officials. 

2.  Forest guards to be educated regarding trains 

movement. 

3. Tracking system of elephant movement 4) speed 

to be reduced to 30 Kmph from 50 kmph. 

4. If information regarding movement of elephant, 

SM to inform to LP & guard. 

5.  LP to be more vigilant 

05 On 04.12.2020 at 17.24 hrs, while admitting KVL-08/12 on 

loop line, R/1 of DMK station of KK-2 got derailed at km 

329/26-20 by 24 BOXNHL & 03 locos hitting dead end at a 

speed of 63 kmph. All running lines were clear of obstruction 

& free from traffic. D-6,  

JAG inq report accepted by DRM on 16.02.2021.  

COST OF DAMAGE: 

Loco: 2.50 crore 

C&W:7.20 crore 

Total: Rs. 9.70 crore 

LP & ALP could not control 

the train with timely 

application of brakes on a 

1:80 graded section. 

 

PRIMARY; 

1. G.V Ready/ LP/KRPU 

2. Bharat Kumar/ALP/KRPU 

BW: M.V Ramana/CLI/KRPU ( 06 

month stoppage of increment 

with NCE) 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

1. Assigned CLI  to conduct frequent footplate with 

new LP/ALP & impart  training on effects of train 

controlling in Ghat section. 

2. WT should have voice record system 

3. OHE should not be switched off in Dn gradient 

which results no application of brake& hence 

leads to loss of control. 

PUNISHMENT: 

1. SF-5 08.06.2021 issued to G.V Ready/ LP/KRPU 

under progress 

3. 2. SF-5 on 18.06.2021 issued to Bharat 

Kumar/ALP/KRPU 

under progress  

06 On 28.01.2021 at 11.08 hrs, after passing through MNGD 

station, 5th , 9th , 10th  & 14th, BTPN E from engine of train 

Down BTPN/E,  derailed by 04 wheel, 02 wheel, 04 wheels, 

02 wheels respectively of front trolley at Km 207/3 

between MNGD-DKLU of SBP DIV. Speed restriction for 

Deep screening work was going on from 287/8-14 with 20 

kmph speed restriction. Track fit 16.25 hrs, D-6,   

JS grade inq accepted by DRM on 18.02.2021.  

Cost of Damage: Engg: Rs:6000/- 

Absence of SSE/PWAY & 

mate and failed to maintain 

track parameter during 

manual deep screen work. 

Due to improper super 

elevation, twist was formed 

for which the train got 

derailed. 

The designed super 

elevation on 2” curve is 85 

mm but during 

measurement at site it was 

200mm. 

PRIMARY-  

1. P.K Panigrahi, SSE 

P.WAY/MNGD 

2. Fakiru Naidu, Mate/g 

no.45/MNGD 

Stoppage of increment for 03 

years without CE for both on 

11.10.2021 

Rules violate: 

Para 406 & 607 of IRPWM & GR 

15.01,15.02, 15.06 & 15.08 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

1. Worksite must be properly protected. I/C of 

work must be present. 

2. The site in-charge Competent authority  present 

at site must ensure safe track parameters before 

allowing train to pass over 

07 On 30.01.2021 at 11.35 hrs, while admitting UP N-JSWP-100 

in R/5, at KDJR end  05 wagons got derailed at point No-43B 

Km 56/15. Dn line was clear of obstruction & Up line cleared 

at 14.10 hrs after clearance of rear portion. Restoration 

08.20 hrs of 31.01.2021.D-5,  

COST OF DAMAGE: 

S&T: Rs.101800/-Engg: Rs. 836000/-C&W: Rs.155483/- 

Uneven & suspected over 

loading of wagons. 

Para 2304 & 2305 of 

chapter-13 & 1508 of ch-15 

of Com manual -II 

Primary :IOJB (BIL) siding 

Authority for uneven & excess 

load. 

Secondary: Sri Sashikant Jojo, 

SMR/JRLI (Censured) 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

1. Uniform loading to be ensured. 

2. SM/JRLI has to ensure levelling & adjustment of 

load before he  counter signs the loading 

completion memo by himself or by deputing 

competent person physically 
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Sl.N Brief Description  Cause Responsibility Discussion/Lesson learnt 

08  On 25.06.2019 at 

16.50 hrs, 18005 exp 

dashed with OHE Car 

already in section at 

KM 160/08 between 

SPRD ‘A” Cabin & 

KTGA of WAT Div 

resulting derailment & 

fire in OHE CAR killing 

03 railway staff in the 

CAR.A-1 

COST OF DAMAGE: 

Rs 5,09,49,778/- 

C&W: 60,65,911.00 

Loco:36,02,100.00 

Engg: 12,16,373.60 

Elct: 4,00,65,394.00 

Inquired by CRS 

Western Circle: 

Manipulation of block 

instrument by 

SM/KTGA to give line 

clear to 18005 exp 

when tower wagon in 

section without 

cancelling traffic 

block & SM SPRD 

made through 18005 

exp without ensuring 

arrival of tower wagon 

at KTGA which was on 

block with condition to 

proceed to KTGA but 

return back to SPRD 

without proper 

intimation to SM due 

to leading engine 

defect, The TLBI was 

found in open 

condition due to 

system failure & SCR 

Error in 

train 

operation 

due to 

failures of 

multiple 

Railway 

Staff. 

Movement 

of 18005 

exp. into 

the Block 

section 

already 

occupied by 

OHE Tower 

wagon on 

account of 

gross 

negligence 

of train 

working & 

series of 

failures on 

the part of 

SMs of 

KTGA, 

SPRD A & 

SPRD 

Station, 

S&T 

Departmen

t & last but 

not least 

unauthoriz

ed opening 

/tampering 

of Block 

instrument 

by Onduty 

A. Primary Responsible:- 

1. Sri Sanjay Toppo, on duty SM /KTGA: 

Dismissed from service 

2. Sri Jay Prasad, Pro-SM, SPRD/’A’ cabin : 

Dismissed from service. 

3. Sri D Maurya/ SSE/Sig/ RGDA has been 

issued with Major Penalty 18.05.2020. 

reduction to initial pay L-7 from pay 68000/- 

to 44900/- for 03 years CE.  

a. Sri M Iswar Rao/ESM/KTGA has been 

dismissed from service in OCT-20. 

b. Sri Santosh Kumar /Helper/Sig/ KTGA has 

been issued with. Reduction to initial pay of 

L-1, reduced from 22100/- to 18000/ for 03 

years CE. 

c. Sri Prasad Rao Pattanayak /ASTE / RGDA is 

being issued  with major penalty charge sheet 

on 24.11.2020, IO nominated on 13.01.2021, 

SRI D.Sharma, Sr.DSTE/KUR.. 

d. Sri S. K Dewangan/ Sr. DSTE /WAT is being 

issued  with Minor penalty charge sheet. 

Exonerated by the GM. 

 

B.Secondary Responsible: 

1. S Nanaji/ Sr. Pass. Guard/VSKP working as 

section controller was made Compulsory 

Retirement from service in OCT-20 

2. Sri P. Sadanand /SSE / TRD/Retd./VSKP 

working as TPC is being issued with a ‘Warning 

letter’ by the PCEE. 

3. Sri B Pradhan /SS/SPRD has been Reverted to 

scale & pay two stage for 03 years NCE. 

4. Sri V.K Rao /LP Goods /RGDA has been issued 

with Major Penalty 13.05.20. Annual increment 

for 02 years with NCE on 13.05.20. 

C.  ‘Blameworthy’  

1. Operating Department of WAT div.: 

a. Sri N. N Singh / the then Sr. DOM / WAT 

was telephonically counselled by the GM. 

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE CRS: 
1. The Railway should immediately take action to ensure that keys of independent lock of TLBIs of 

S&T department are properly secured as a system to avoid its access by unauthorized person 

including other railway staff. 

2. Whenever the OHE works are to be carried out under power block condition involving Tower 

wagon working, the power block+ Traffic block should be cancelled together on arrival of Tower 

car at station. In case, Controller desires to charge particular Elementary section, same can be 

done but only with explicit requirement of controller duly ensuring timely exist of tower car by 

TPC.As a general practice, mid-section clearance of power block by TRD department should be 

stopped so as to ensure cancellation of power block and traffic block together after clearance 

of tower wagon at station. 

3. Similar to locking arrangement of relay rooms, the double lock provided on the Block instrument 

should be linked with data logger to monitor its inadvertent opening being critical safety device. 

4. In the present case, the SWR of KTGA station was having provision of LVCD ( Last Vehicle 

Checking Device) Whereas at site, there was no LVCD, thus creating a mismatch in the provision 

made in approved SWR and provisions existing in field at this particular station. A special drive 

should be launched to ensure matching of SWRs with field conditions over railway so as to avoid 

reoccurrence of such lapse again in future.  

5. Potable breathalyzers should be provided to individual CLI s immediately to ensure timely conduct 

of breathalyzer test during accident and also use in ambush checks. Likewise DTIs should also 

be provided with portable breathalyzers to examine alcohol –free conditions of station staff 

under their control during accident as well as ambush checks. 

6. The design of Buffers of 8 wheeler tower wagons should be reviewed to ensure that it is able to 

sustain the ‘impact load’ during eventualities such as collision with loco sp as to ensure safety of 

Railway staff travelling in tower wagons. 

7. The Working and knowledge of SMs posted in branch lines should be kept under close watch by 

making surprise/ambush checks by officers on regular basis. 

8. To make post of DTIs effective to help in strengthening safety in railway working for station 

staff, it is recommended to have separate cadre of TIs to attract senior, experienced and caliber 

Station masters to make the working of this post effective and to have better control over SMs. 

Besides, there is a need to lay emphasis on quality of inspections of officers/inspectors too in 

addition to quantity of inspections completed. 

9. TIs and safety Counselors should be made more accountable in counseling of station staff and 

improving their safety/train operation knowledge. 

10. Railway may think over faster mobility of medical doctors to accident site rather than having 

dependent on ARMEs which at times, take longer time due to section being blocked in accident 

and more often than not, civil ambulance/s reaching much faster and completing the task before 

arrival of railway doctor/s by ARME. Even task of rescue/extrication of passengers is also 

performed by NDRF teams. 

11. There was mismatch in timings maintained in control, at station, loco pilot, SPM, Data logger, etc. 

was seen in extant accident. The extant instructions of GR 4.01 of  giving ‘Time signal’ at  16.00 

hrs by Control to all stations and in turn setting of watch by train crew vide GR 4.03  appears to 

be not followed in divisions. The extant instructions need to be suitably reiterated by amendment 

to GR to adopt GPS timings so as to ensure uniformity  of timings  maintained at different places 

and by different sets of staff in view  of advent of GPS, Data-logger/SCADA in traction, 

software based Energy cum speedometer,3 phage locos, REMMLOT, etc. 
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failed to chart tower 

wagon traffic block 

SM of 

KTGA. 

b. Sr S.K Behera /Ch. DTI/RGDA was issued 

with stoppage of increment.  

Sl.N Brief Description  Cause Responsibility Discussion/Lesson learnt 

09. On 16.01.2020 at 

07.00 hrs train No 

12879 exp. rear 

collided with brake van 

of train no E/NTECL-

28 in between SQQ-

NRG section on Up Line 

causing 11 coaches, 

loco of 12879 express 

& brake van of 

E/NTECL to derail at 

7.00 hrs. A-3 

Inquired by CRS, SE 

Circle. 

 

Due to dense fog the 

LP of 12879 Exp after 

stoppage at AS400/5 

auto signal at danger, 

instead of restricting 

speed further due to  

fog maintained a speed 

of more than 20 kmph 

& collided with the  in 

rear of the Goods 

train standing  at 

outside home of NRG 

station. Guard of 

goods train failed to 

protect rear portion,  
Cost of damage: 

Total: 5,09,49,778/- 

C&W: 60,65,911.00 

Loco:36,02,100.00 

Engg: 12,16,373.60 

Elct: 4,00,65,394.00 

Prima Facie: due 

failure of the 

Loco Pilot and 

Assistant Loco 

Pilot of Train No. 

12879 to control 

the train and stop 

short of the 

Brake-Van of 

Goods Train 

E/NTECL-28, as 

required under 

GR 9.02, GR 4.40 

and SR 4.40.01 

and (ii) failure of 

the Guard of 

Goods train 

No.E/NTECL-28 

to protect the 

goods train in  

rear as required 

under GR 4.40. 

Failure of LP to 

control the train 

after passing the 

Auto signal No 

400/5 in danger. 

& failureof guard 

of ENTECL to 

protect the train 

from rear in Auto 

section   

 Primary- 
Loco Pilot of Train 

No.12879 Sri S S 

Das/SBP was 

given compulsory 

retirement & then 

reverted to 

shunter. 

 Secondary :       
1. Assistant Loco 

Pilot of Train 

No.128, Sri D 

Rout/SBP was 

reverted to 

initial scale of 

pay. 

2. Guard of Goods 

Train No. 

E/NTECL -298, 

Sri jana Ranjan 

behera/PRDP 

was issued with 

stoppage of 

increment for 

25 months for 

not protecting 

rear. 

 

Blameworthy 

(i) Guard of Train 

No.12879 Sri A.K 

Nayak/SBP 

stoppage of 

pass/PTO &  

Station Master of 

NRG Sri R R 

Sahoo were 

warned 

REMARKS & RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE CRS: 

9.2 Recommendations: 
9.2.1 The Auto Signal AS 400/5 should be provided with a telephone connections so that the Loco Pilot can 

contact the Station Master, Nergundi and seek information when the automatic signal is at ‘ON’ and visibility 

is impaired before he/she passes the signal at ‘ON’. 

9.2.2 If the visibility in SQQ-NRG sections is reported by SM/SQQ  or SM/NRG or running staff 

(LP/ALP/Guard) as impaired and a train is stopped at NRG Up Home Signal (S-3), no train should be sent in the 

section till the section is clear, Railway should finalize and implement a procedure to operationalise this 

arrangement. 

9.2.3 Provision should be made in Station Working Rules to the effect that during the period of year prone to 

fog (to be declared so by the Railway), at specified stations (to be identified by Railway) Station Masters 

would, after carrying out VTO Test, positively inform the Control about visibility being adequate, or otherwise 

at the beginning of their shift. 

9.2.4 It has come to knowledge that at Nergundi and some other stations in the Division goods trains are 

detaining outside Home Signal for long duration.  Railway should prepare and issue a JPO containing working 

instructions for control staff, station staff and running staff to deal with such situations. 

9.2.5 Random check on performance of Loco Pilot working in automatic signal territory should be carried in 

terms of following Provision of GR 9.02 on the basis of Speedometer Chart and Data-logger report as per scale 

to be fixed by Railway in cases of (i) passing automatic signal at ‘ON’ and (ii) situations of restricted visibility.  

The performance should be taken into account while finalizing their APAR. 

9.2.6 Crew based at locations of SPARME and all CLIs/LIs should be trained to run SPARME so that LP and 

ALP are immediately available to man SPAREME. 

9.2.7 The ARME at Bhadrak should be converted into SPARME. 

9.2.8 The Standard Conditions of Contracts for On-Board House-keeping must provide for (i) training of all on-

board staff in providing first aid, and (ii) keeping First Aid Boxes in the train as per the description and scale 

to be fixed by Railway. 

9.2.9 During training of LP/ALP on simulator, scenario of impaired visibility due to fog (or any other reason) 

must be included in simulation model. 

9.2.10 Both ends of Brake-Van should be painted with retro-reflective red colour so that its visibility improves 

during foggy weather or nigh when loco light falls on it. 

9.2.11 Luminous intensity and fixing arrangement of Tail Lamp need to be reviewed.  Tail lamps should be fixed 

at higher level so that its visibility increases. 

9.2.12 Yard layout of Nergundi should be reviewed and remodelling carried out to minimize congestion and 

consequent detention of goods trains from Salegaon at Home Signal. 

9.2.13 Railway must make suitable provision in General Rules for ‘Placement of detonators in thick, foggy or 

tempestuous weather impairing visibility of signals in mid-section namely Automatic Signals and IB Signals. 

9.2.14 The quality of Joint Findings prepared by Senior Subordinates is poor. It appears to be compilations of 

information.  There is no analysis of evidence.  The concerned subordinates must be counselling and the conduct 

of joint findings must be adequately covered in training of subordinates. 
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Sl.

N 

Brief Description  Cause Responsibility Discussion/Lesson learnt 

10 On 21.04.2021 at 09.00 hrs  Duomatic 

8096 machine while working on block 

between CJS-KPRR, of  KK-2 in WAT 

division derailed at KM 257/4-6 down 

line. D-6  

Accepted by DRM on 25.04.19) 

Poor operation of 

machine on 

unconsolidated track. 

Track defect on newly 

laid track 

Primary: 1. Milan ku. Pattnayak, SSE/Duo/BBS: Reduction to 

a lower stage pay by one stage for 04 years on 25.09.19 

Secondary: : B Appalala Naidu, JE/P.way (Con)/VSKP 

:Withholding of 03 sets p/pass dtd 04.09.19 

BW: 1.T.M Rao/Dy.CE/Con-I: Censured by the GM 

2.J.J Sahoo, XEN/Con for leaving site of accident: 

Confidential issued on 26.09.19 by CAO(Con.) 

1. Reporting of derailment to be 

prompt from site  

2. Officers/Supervisors should 

go for swift restoration plan. 

11 On 03.06.2019 at 11.10 hrs, between 

CTS-MVG at Km. 222/7 

of KK-2 of WAT Div  

BOXNHL/Ld 28th from B/V rear 

trolley of train No. BVF2/G9 got 

derailed. D-5 

Accepted by DRM/20.06.19  

COST OF DAMAGE:  

Total-Rs.2176013/- 

P.way- Rs. 20,66,013/- 

C&W Rs.160000/- 

 

Bolder fallen from 

nearby hill  & hit the 

stopped leading trolley 

of the wagon  & while 

restarting leading 

trolley got derailed by 

all wheels. 

Primary: . B.B Rout/SSE/P-Way/JYP (Failed to conduct 

survey & schedule inspection) 

Secondary:  

1.  Sri M.L Meena/LP/G/KRPU- Stoppage of 01 set PTO 

2. M.S Javtav/Goods guard/BCHL - Stoppage of increment 

without CE for 01 year  

 Failed to detect hard movement of train after boulder got 

entangled) 

BW: A.Jamal/LP/Banker poer/KRPU-Warning issued 

1. Vulnerable bolder falling 

area to be identified with 

proper fencing. 

2. Crew counselling & monsoon 

precaution. 

12 On 05.05.2019 at 14.32 hrs, train No 

MGPV/7 while admitting on R/1 with sand 

hump at DMK station of KK-2 in WAT div, 

train overshot starter & derailed at DS 

Point & rammed on TW Shed. D-5  

Cost of Damage: Rs. 1,81,17,719/- 

Train uncontrolled by LP 

(SPAD) 

(Accepted by DRM/20.05.19) 

Primary: 

1. Sri P. Vijaya Kumar,LP(G)/KRPU: 
Reduction from the existing post of Loco Pilot (G) on level-6 of 

7th CPC Pay matrix pay of Rs.50500/- per month to the post of 

Loco pilot(S)-II in level -4 of 7th CPC pay matrix with pay of 

Rs.50,400/- per month for a period of 02 years. On the expiry 

of such period, this will have the effect of postponing future 

increments of pay with loss of seniority.  

2. Sri Kamalesh Das,ALP(G)/KRPU  
Reduction from the existing post of Sr.Asst.Loco Pilot on level-

4 of 7th CPC Pay matrix drawing pay of Rs.25500/- per month to 

the post of Asst. Loco pilot in level -2 of 7th CPC pay matrix with 

pay of Rs.19,900/- per month for a period of Three Years, on the 

expiry of such period, this will have the effect of postponing 

future increments of pay with loss of seniority. 18.12.19. 

Secondary:  

1.Sri  S.Sekhar,G Gd/BCHL:-  Withholding of annual 

increment for 02 years with NCE dtd  30.07.19 

2. Sri Rjesh kumar Meena, LP(G)/ BCHL:- Warning 

1. For better manoeuvring & instilling 

confidence to the LP of trains in 

GHAT sections, Twin pipe working 

to be introduced. 

2. The pneumatic BP pipe of banker 

should be connected to train & 

banking operations are to be 

done as per instructions in vogue. 

3. The loco computer should be 

enabled to store the” routine 

functional parameters data” 

continuously as is being done in 

the conventional speedometers 

for better analysis of train 

condition. 

4. The walkie Talkie provided to the 

SM on duty may be 

designed/equipped with voice 

recording facility 
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BW: Sr Subordinate committee & Mr  Chinnaji , 

Assigned/LI;- All were warned 

Sl.N Brief Description  Cause Responsibility Discussion/Lesson learnt 

13 On 27.05.2019 at 22.40 hrs, after starting 

from GRBL of VZM-RGDA section of WAT 

div, train NO MGPV stalled between GRBL-

GTLM & while backing to the yard B/V No. 

NCR-86130975838 BVZI one trolley derailed 

at Km. 454/7 hitting KSLK/BTAP standing on 

R/2. D-5 

(ADRM/Imfra 25.04.19) 

After review at PCSO level through a review 

committee it was conducted that the , Guard & LP of 

MGPV failed to follow the extant procedure of 

backing the train into the yard violating rules of  

G R & SR. 

Primary: 

1. Sri G Atchibabu LP(G)for violation of SR 

4.12.01(b),SR 6.04.01(iii) & 

SR6.04.02(b). 

2. Sri Vikash  Kumar,Guard of MGPV for 

violation of SR 4.12.01(i) & (iv) & 

SR6.04.01(iii) 

Secondary: 

Sri  P Pradeep Kumar,ALP for violating SR 

4.40.01 

BW: Sri Y Ramesh,SM/GRBL 

1. Walkie talke is not a 

reliable mode of 

communication. 

2. No backing is permitted 

without proper authority & 

ensuring setting & locking 

of points. 

3. During backing at night Gd 

& ALP or any other railway 

staff shall be sent with 

hand signal to pilot the 

vehicle into the yard. 

14 On 29.05.2019 at 08.25 hrs, while admitting 

BSF-3/G-9on R/1 of BDVR station in KK-1 of 

WAT division, 04 wagons from engine derailed 

at KM. 34/18-19. D-5 

(Inq report accepted by DRM/04.06.19) 

 

Wagon No. ECR 2nd from engine derailed due to 

engine rheostatic brakes in applied condition. The 

trailing load of 5800MTs while passing 1:60 falling 

gradient pushed down empty wagon 2nd from engine 

there by the empty wagon jumped & wheel lifted up. 

Violation of para No 3.32(f) (ii) of OM loaded wagons 

should be attached next to engine & empty in rear. 

Secondary: 

1, Amit Ku Roy,SM/BCHL 

2.Raesh Mahapatra,G/Guard/BCHL 

3.Iswar Ch. Das,LP/KRPU 

4.M.Venkateswar Rao,SS/BDVR 

BW: 

1.D Gopal Krisna, LP(G) /SCMN /VSKP 

2.L.K Meena,G Guard/WMY/VSKP 

1. Para No 3.32(f) (ii) of OM 

that loaded wagons should 

be attached next to engine 

& empty in rear to be 

rigidly followed. 

2. As per instruction of 

review committee of 

Dy.CSO/Elc, Mech, & 

Traffic it was  a system 

failure as  repeatedly 

empty wagons are getting 

derailed due to violation of 

3.32 (f) of OM. 

 

15 On 21.12.2019 at 00.45 hrs, DJ/BTAP E after 

departure from BDVR station of WAT 

division, ,leading loco 23196 ,rear trolley  got 

derailed at Km 34/27 between BDVR-SLPM. 

D-5 

1. Due to variation of versine at curve. (7).  

2. Loco defect may not be ruled out. 

3.  ADRM reviewed the case & found LOCO 

shed/WAT held responsible for not maintaining 

surface of the wheel thread to profile. 

LOCO shed/WAT  

16 On 22.04.2019 at 07.56 hrs, 22880 TPTY-

BBS Exp Passed DN Main line starter Signal 

S-10 at danger at BALU Station of KUR Div. 

H-1.  

(Inq report accepted by DRM/KUR 10.05.19) 

SPAD Primary: 

1. V. Krishna Rao,LP/VSKP:- Compulsory  

Retirement 

2. Ravi Ranjan Singh, ALP/VSKP:- 

Reduction from Sr.ALP to ALP with 

level-2 from Rs.29600/- to Rs.19900/ 

for 03 years with CE. 

 

17 On 21.05.2019 at 20.45 hrs, wagon 

No.SER220911579401 of  train No.UP/KOT 

Failure of pivot casting pin is due to chemical 

composition of the component being unsatisfactory 

No staff held responsible 
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/93/G9. Third from B/Van  trolly  shifted 

from body between BDXX-DMK of KK-2 in 

WAT division. J-6./DRM/WAT on 27.05.19 

and high carbon content percentage increasing 

brittleness and failure of the component. 

 

Sl.N Brief Description  Cause Responsibility Discussion/Lesson 

learnt 

18 On 22.04.2019 at 10.16 hrs, while backing empty rake of 18005 

Exp, into SBP Coaching depot for examination,   it hit the scotch 

block fixed on track before washing line no.-1 & entangle with the 

wheel & brake block. R-5  

(Accepted by DRM/SBP on 02.05.19) 

Due to non availability of shunting staff in the rear of the 

train & placement of Scotch Block without the knowledge of 

other staff. 

Cost of damage:- 

 C&W-Rs.86981/- 

Engg.-Rs.30,000:- 

Primary- Sri B.N Biswas, 

STJM/SBP 

 WH of increment for 35 

months with NCE 

Secondary:- 

1.SriS.Achari/SS/SBP :-

Censured 

2. Sri M Jhankar, Sr.Tech 

/C&W/SBP 

 WH of increment for 01 year 

NCE 

 

19 On 06.08.2019, N/MVAA Bauxite load left DKLU at 22.10 hrs & 

at 22.28 hrs stopped by patrolman at KM 266/1 due to water 

flowing over  the track  &  on check by the guard it was observed 

that 19th , 20th  & 21st  wagons from the engine sunk under water 

due to track wash out at km 266/6-7 between  DKLU-AMB . Also 

Up line at the same location was washed out. R-4 

(Sr DSO/SBP/27.08.19) 

 

Prima Facie: Flash flood.  

Cost of damage:- 

Engg: Works: 15 Lakhs +Pway 8.5 lakkhs = 23.5 lakhs ( 

Approx) 

C&W: 90 Lakhs Trafic loss is held 45 hours for UP line & 62 

hrs DN line  

Total Cost of damage:l: Rs 113.5 lakhs 

NO STAFF RESPONSIBLE  

20 On 23.04.2019, at 10.56 hrs, train no. E/PPAP BOB while starting 

from R/8 of BDPK yard of KUR Division derailed at cross over 

point 56-B at  NEL 9/11 by 05 wagons. D-6  

Accepted by DRM/KUR 09.7.19 

Cost of damage: Rs 50,000/- 

Wheel of wagon No NCR72130704066 hit the mismatched 

glued joint on lead portion of turnout 58B &  twist in track 

due to which the right side wheel climbed over the rail & got 

derailed. 

M/S  NALCO Authority All free joints in 

NALCO siding are fish 

plate bolted. Thorough 

welding of free joints 

should be done to 

enhance the safety of 

track. 

21 On 12.05.2019 at 18.45 hrs & 13.05.2019 at 13.20 hrs, 

Diesel loco No 16691/R front trolley derailed at derailing switch 

No.127 at VSKP yard on zero line to steam shed & Electric loco no 

23517 derailed at point no. 116 derailing switch while performing 

shunting respectively.D-6 

 (Accepted by DRM /WAT/21.05.19) 

Movement of loco without authority. Long practice to move 

bunch of powers in one signal resulting confusion 

System Failure due to yard 

flexibility being restricted 

compared to huge quantum of 

shunting activities 

JPO in this regard is 

issued on 30.05.19 for 

movement of light 

engines from zero line 

to & from steam shed. 

22 On 17.07.2019 at 12.25 hrs, while drawing out of mixed load of 

empty coaches  & Loco at  BBS Chg Depot spare line no.2 (Wkg 

engine+ 07 coaches+1Loco=1 coach+1loco), loco no 37082 & 27816 

& one coach derailed by all wheels . D-6 

(DRM/KUR/07.08.19) 

 

Water logging about 40 meters, loose rail fittings & slack 

gauge, 52 kg rail used over 60 kg sleeper without proper 

liner, GR pad & ERC clips. In addition to that difference of 

14 mm in the base width of 52 & 60 Kg rail causing lateral 

movement & rail tilting because of improper clamping.  

Primary:- 

1. Sri S.P Panda, 

SSE/P.Way/BBS 

2. Sri S.K Sahoo, YM/BBS 

3. K.samantray, STM/BBS 

4. Sri P.K Paul/TPMA/BBS 

Sri B. Das, TPMA/BBS 

1. Rail fastening in the 

curvature should be 

examined to avoid 

missing fitting. 

2. Dead loco stabling 

line should be separate 
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Operating staff held responsible because placing of 01 

Empty coach between 02 dead locomotives was a  violation  

of Ch.21 of OM. 

& connected to shunting 

neck. 
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10.      Photo Gallery 

 On the eve of ILCAD counseling to Road users at RV-159 at TIG by DY.CSO (Elect.)
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In connection with International Level Crossing Awareness Drive campaign to road users at LC no. 267,270 & 

274 between KIT-CLKA , LC no. 133 & 134 between JJKR-MZZ & LC no. KP-42 & KP-43 between MLT-PUIon 

31.05.2022 by Civil Defence Volunteers/KUR. 
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 Boulder  fallen on track between DARLIPUT-GORAPUR on 30.05.2022  due to unsecured RVNL work(Blasting for double line). 

 

On 05.05.2022 at about 16:40 hrs a big tree uprooted and fell on the track in front of station building of 

GUMDA station in WAT Division blocking all UP & DN lines
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11. Unsatisfactory/Unusual: 

A. On 05.05.2022 at about 16:40 hrs a big tree uprooted and fell on the track in front of station 

building of GUMDA station in WAT Division blocking all UP & DN lines. UP line made fit at 19:30hrs 

and DN line at 20:00 hrs. A drive is launched to identify vulnerable trees likely to endanger safe 

train operation, ensure their trimming and take preventive action as deemed fit. 

B. On  20.05.2022 Train no. N/RTPM(Load 59/59=4818T) running with invalid BPC,  parted at KM 

322/17 at about 11:55hrs between BMCK-THV section of SBP Division as front CBC shank of 12th 

wagon came out and fell on the track owing to five rivets of CBC supporting plate broke and the 

yoke pin dropped on the track. The culprit wagon was manufactured by MISBB on 28.03.2017, last 

ROH on 28.09.2021 at WATK.  The section was cleared at 14:40hrs. 

C. On 22.05.2022 grease was found applied on the top of the rail in BMCK-THV (Gradient section) 

by mischievous unidentified persons. The same was detected early and grease was removed. Staff 

were counseled to put grease at a safe location after use to avoid recurrence of such type of 

incidents. 

D. On 29.05.2022 hot axle detection box (HADB) installed before BONA Station of SBP Division 

detected hot axle on 54th wagon of train down NSEBD & alerted C&W control who advised SCR/SBP. 

Train was stopped at BONA and crew with station staff inspected the train and reported that 

wagon with for hot axle couldn’t be found.  Train was allowed without any intimation to en-route 

stations and LC gates to observe the same.  While entering CHAR station Loco pilot of a UP train 

detected hot axle and train was controlled for further action. An enquiry in this regard by joint 

supervisory committee is on to fix up the staff responsible.  

Super-checks: 

1. Officers and Supervisors of ECoR Safety Department super checked open wagon loaded rakes 

for proper covering with tarpaulin as per the letter of PCSO to PCCM on 24.03.2022 to ensure 

that the same is followed strictly at loading points. 

2. Sr. DSO’s of KUR, SBP & WAT super checked at various stations on action of station staff by 

changing aspect of signal from green to red at location box and also the action of crew to the 

signals.  
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3. In SBP division pantry car no. ECO 154324 (base PUI) was checked by Sr. DSO/SBP on 

10.05.2022 and found that the fire detection alarm system is not functioning. CDO/PUI 

intimated for necessary remedial action. 

4. During PRDP relay room inspection on 04.05.2022 by SSO S&T found scanty ballast on at R/1,2,3 

& joint inspection of point and crossing being very irregular, relay room opening and closing 

message not generated to the concerned staff. The same were highlighted and intimated to 

concerned officials for necessary remedial action. 

5. On 20.05.22 a mock drill at OHE Depot SIL/KUR conducted by DY.CSO/Mech. After blowing 

the hooter five staff (02 Supervisors, 02 Driver and 01 helper) reported and rest 07 staff on 

roll couldn’t turn up as they are residing outside. Competency of 02 drivers overdue since 

17.04.2022 and portable telephone available is not functioning. Sr. DEE(TRD)  intimated for 

necessary action in this regard. 

6. In view of recent SPAD cases in ECoR & IR, safety officers & supervisors conducted ambush 

checks at different locations such as stations, LC gates, between section by showing danger 

signal to through trains and observed the action of crew with respect to the signal displayed & 

their control the train. 

7. In view of recent SPAD cases in ECoR & IR safety officers & supervisors conducted ambush 

checks at different locations such as stations, LC gates, between section by showing danger 

signal to through trains and observed action of crew with respect to the signal displayed & 

control of the train. 

8. Speedometer data of 172 Electric/Diesel loco (Cum-1372) & selected trains were analysed  to 

see if the LPs conduct brake feel & brake power tests as per laid down instructions. 

9. During inspection of TPQ Station of WAT Division by Sr.DSO/WAT.  The following irregularities 

were highlighted for remedial action. 

i. Joint inspection of TRD & S&T not done since 20.05.2022.  

ii. Fire alarm system not working at station.  

iii. Relay room opening/closing door censor not working.  

iv. SWR of KMEZ station was due renewal since 29.04.21.  
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12. Brochures On Counselling:- 
 

A. COUNSELLING BROCHURE ON HANDING OVER & TAKING OVER CHARGE BY SM 

1. Name of staff along with duration of duty hours at station, Cabin, L.C. Gates (including 

engineering gates) under his control & the section controller as well. 

2. Condition of Signal(s)/Point(s)/Track circuit(s) including disconnection memo issued by S &T  and 

Engg & Power / Traffic blocks allowed if any. 

3. Working condition of emergency cross over if any. 

4. Working condition of fire alarm system. 

5. Availability of wheel chair, stretcher, first aid box in seal condition, functioning  of tri colour 

torch. 

6. Condition of running/non running lines with respect to S&T, P.Way and OHE. 

7. Occupation of block section, if any.  

8. Position of reception/departure lines. 

9. Yard position (including placement particulars where required, ongoing shunting movements if any 

etc...) 

10. Condition of all the means of Telecommunications ( Functioning Block telephone, Control phone, 

TPC phone, adjacent station telephone, Gate telephone, Railway telephone number system, BSNL 

phone, CUG) 

11. Caution order serial No. in force after physical verification from the urgent order book with 1st 

train DCO.  

12. Digital numbers displayed at various veedor counters after physical verification from the 

concerned register and veedor counter. Voltage of ASM panel box  to be recorded. 

13. Possession of safety keys such as relay room, block instrument and isolator keys etc... 

14.  Functional status of Block instrument, signals & points. 

15. Availability of books & forms & essential safety equipments in working order as per SWR and 

deficiency if any.  

16. Availability of power supply in different modes as provided. 

17. Number of ID sheets available with adjacent block stations. 

18. Cash on hand/ticket tube where SM is dealing with commercial work. 

19. If any train gets detained for more than one hour beyond the normal running time in block section 

due to an accident or for any other exceptional reasons, then Station Master may sign ‘off’ after 

maintaining the detailed particulars of the detained train in red ink and signed jointly by the 

Station Master who goes off duty and the Station Master who relieves him. 

20. Recording particulars of shunt movement and movements in the yard.  

21. Securing & Stabling particulars of vehicles in running as well as non-running lines. 

22. Important control order number & messages etc… to be carried out if any. 

23. Unusual occurrence/accidents, Defect in Signals, Interlocking gears, points, Track circuits  level 

crossing etc.., if any and arrangements pertaining thereto (Mention in red ink). 

24. Movement of trolley/lorry on line/tower wagons etc.. if any. 
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25. Station clock checked with control at 16.00. Also note the time indicated by station clock when 

the standard time signaled at 16.00 hours. 

26. Weather condition-indicating cloudy, rainy, foggy, tempestuous, etc... (also indicate whether any 

weather warning is received). 

27. Whether line patrolling is in force, if so, furnish the arrival and departure timings of patrolman. 

28. Last HQ and divisional safety circulars received. 

29. PN book with last PN used by the reliever & to whom given with  purpose. Draw a red line after 

use of last PN of the day & blue line after a shift with date. 

30.  Record of visits/inspections of Inspecting Officials at stations with time.  

31. Signature of the SM in station diary during handing and taking over of charge with time. 

 

B. COUNSELLINTO LP/ LOCO SHUNTER FOR SHUNTIG NG OPERATION: 

1. Before shunting operation Loco Shunter/ LP should check fitness of loco for shunting. Ensure that 

both end CBC/ Transition Couplings & operating handles are functional with lock pin. Both side 

head light & marker lights should be working. 

2. In both cabs braking valves / handles should be functional, especially loco brake (SA-9). Ensure 

bogie COCs are in open condition & brake is applied on wheels when SA-9 in operated. Parking 

brake should be in released condition. 

3. Shunting operation must be supervised by competent traffic person / Shunting Jamadar/  YM.  

At road side stations, TM (goods) being in-charge of the train must personally supervise all 

shunting connected with his train under instructions of Station Master. 

4. Shunting order (T/806) shall be given when shunting is required to be done on a train. Station 

Master shall issue form T-806 which shall be signed by the Train Manager / Shunting supervisor 

and LP/Shunter.  

5.  Shunting order (T/806) may not be required where regular shunting is being performed. Only 

memo of instruction should be issued by SM / YM for attaching and detaching of locos, for change 

of traction, for change of loco, for reversal etc. where such movements are regular in nature.   

6. Engine should be stopped about 20 M ahead of the coach/ wagon to which engine is to be attached. 

Engine should be moved dead slow towards the coach / wagon as per the signal of the points man 

or TM(goods) so that engine is attached with the coach/wagon smoothly without any jerk.  

7. While approaching the wagon or coach for shunting purpose, LP/ Loco Shunter must work the 

engine from leading cab only for better visibility of the location of coach/wagon. 

8. Walkie-Talkie or telephonic instruction should be confined by observing the signal displayed by 

shunting staff before any movement. Do not depend entirely on signals and always be vigilant and 

cautious.  

9. The speed during shunting operation should not exceed 15 kmph unless otherwise specified. LP/ 

Shunter should also know that the shunting speed is restricted to 5-6 kmph for BOX and BOB’s 

type bogie-wagons & dead slow for the wagons containing explosives, gases, petroleum, 

inflammable liquids and solids, oxidizing substances, acids, corrosive and poisonous substances. 
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10. Shunting should be performed with engine leading towards the falling gradient steeper than 1 in 

400 falling. 

11. Loose shunting is prohibited for cranes, passenger carrying vehicle, workers vehicle, explosives, 

dangerous goods or live stock. 

12. Shunter should be aware of correct setting of all points and locking of facing points over which 

shunting is to be performed. He should also ensuring that correct vehicle is attached or detached 

as per memo received. 

13. While shunting passenger train, warn passengers by blowing a whistle at least twice & start 

shunting after ensuring that no passenger is entraining or detraining & foot boards are clear of 

passengers. 

C.   Gate keppers regarding safe working at LC and attedning unusualincidents: 
HANDING OVER AND TAKING OVER CHARGE OF GATE: 

1.  No gateman shall leave his gate unless another gateman has taken charge of it. 

2.  In case he is not relieved by another gateman, the gateman shall not leave his level crossing until 

the gang mate, in whose length the level crossing falls, places a Trackman, competent to work as 

gateman. 

3. In the case of traffic level crossings in similar circumstances, the Station Master on receipt of 

such information shall take necessary action to relieve the gateman. 

4. At level crossings where only one man is employed, he shall not leave the level crossing, even for 

a short time, without closing them to the road and locking them. 

5. No person shall be allowed to perform the duties of a gateman unless he has been examined and 

found competent. 

6. Both incoming and outgoing GKs before handing over and taking over should ensure that 

equipments supplied at the gate are in good condition and ready for immediate use. 

7. Both GKs to ensure channel for the flange of wheel is clear. 

8.  Both GKs to ensure that road surface is well watered and rammed in case of non-metal roads. 

9. Details of Position of trains and PN exchange with SM should be shared and necessary action 

taken should be shared. 

10. Incoming gate man should ensure that he is having valid competency certificate in his possession 

while on duty. 

11. Gateman shall wear prescribed uniform while on duty at LC gate. 

NORMAL WORKING IN LEVEL CROSSING: 

1. Gate man shall work at the gate as per Gate working instructions and remain well conversant with 

these instructions. 

2. The gateman shall be alert and be prepared to take immediate action for any unusual incidence at 

the gate. 

3. During passage of train, the GK shall stand in the manner as prescribed in the gate working rule. 

➢ He shall stand attentively in front of the gate lodge facing the approaching train. 

➢ In day time, gate man shall hold red and green flags furled up on separate sticks in right and 

left hand respectively. 
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➢ In night time, gate man shall hold lighted hand signal lamp with white light facing the track. 

Light should not be directed towards LP of train as this may cause glair and disturbance to LP 

for train working. 

➢ He shall keep the whistle slung around his neck from a cord. 

4. He shall observe all passing trains and be prepared to take such action as may be necessary to 

ensure safety of trains. 

5. Gateman shall watch all passing trains and keep sharp look out for any unusual like hot axle, hanging 

parts, hanging battery, any vehicle/wagon/train/battery box on fire, shifted load, falling 

materials like brake blocks, brake beams, safety bracket, vacuum cylinder or any other situation 

endangering safe running of trains and take appropriate action as necessary. 

6. Gate man should know the normal position of gate i.e Open to road traffic or close to road traffic 

and 

7. Procedure to open and close the gate. 

8. Gate man shall ensure that red banner flag is placed across the track whenever the gate is kept 

open condition for passage of road vehicles in case of non-interlocked LC. 

9. Gate man must be vigilant to see that inconvenience to road users due to closure of gates shall be 

to the minimum possible extent. However in no case he shall allow the road traffic to pass the LC 

gate causing unsafe condition both for trains and road traffic. 

10. Gate man on electrified section shall watch that road vehicles/animals passing through gate are 

within the height gauge provided on either side of the level crossing gate. 

11. Gate man shall prevent trespassing by persons or cattle to the maximum extent. 
 

WORKING IN UNUSUAL CIRCUMSTANCES: 

1. While working a gate, unusual circumstances may arise at any time. Gate man must be alert and in 

readiness to tackle any situation and act promptly to avoid loss of railway property, loss of human 

life or any other assets. 

2. Unusual occurrence on train such as hot axle, trains parting, fire in train, flat tyre, hanging parts 

in train etc. 

3. When danger to train is noticed (other than trains parting), gate man shall show red hand signal 

(red flag by day and red light at night) to warn the driver /guard of the passing train about the 

unsafe condition of the track. 

4. He shall simultaneously try to draw the attention of the driver/guard by whistling continuously, 

shouting, gesticulating, throwing ballast on the brake van or by any other means. 

5. If driver/guard fail to notice, gateman shall immediately inform station master to take 

appropriate action under exchange of private number. 

6. In case of trains parting, gate man shall not show stop hand signal but shall show prescribed signal 

for trains parting. 

7. He shall endeavor to draw attention of driver /guard by whistling continuously, shouting, 

gesticulating, by  raising both hands vertically above, quickly parting them and bringing them 

together in repeated Up and Down motion as high and as low as possible. 
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8. In case the train does not stop, gateman shall immediately inform station master to take 

appropriate action under exchange of private number. 

9. Unusual circumstances at LC such as defective boom, boom damaged by road vehicles, obstruction 

at LC such as road vehicle stalled at LC, dropping of damaged live OHE wire on LC etc. 

10. Obstructions at level crossing:- Gateman on noticing any obstruction on the line such as road 

vehicle stalled at LC, shall at once remove it or, if unable to do so shall; 

a. Take action to ensure that the fixed signals, if any, protecting the gate are kept at ‘on’, 

b. Show stop hand signal and do his best to stop approaching trains; and 

c. Shall protect the obstruction as per extant Rule. 

11. Boom damaged by road vehicles:- the gateman shall; 

d. Close the level crossing against the road traffic with chain and padlock immediately or before 

allowing the movement of train as the case may be, 

e. Report the fact over telephone or through the Loco Pilot of a passing train or through a Gang 

man to the Station Master/Cabin Master/ Cabin man of the adjacent station and the nearest 

Gang mate. 

f. The Station Master on duty on receipt of the above information shall arrange to issue caution 

orders to the Loco Pilots and Guards of all trains entering into the section; To whistle 

frequently, To stop 30m, short of the level crossing, and be guided by the hand signal given 

by the gateman. 

g. The Station Master shall intimate the fact to the Station Master at the other end of the 

block section for issue of caution order with the similar instructions as mentioned in (c) above. 

h. Caution order shall be in force till the defect is rectified. The Station Master shall also advise 

the JE/SSE(Signal), JE/SSE(P way) and other officials concerned for immediate 

rectification and other necessary action. 

12. Loco Pilots shall ensure that the level crossing is not obstructed and on being hand signalled by 

the Gateman, negotiate the level crossing cautiously. 

13. Necessary entries shall be made in the Caution Order Register and Station Diary by the Station 

Masters at either end of the affected section. 

14. Failure of locking arrangement of gate boom:- In case of failure of locking arrangement of gate 

boom , gate boom should be properly secured by using a small chain and padlock. In such case 

trains shall be worked in the same way as the case of damaged boom. 

15. Dropping of damaged live OHE wire on LC:- In this case gateman shall close the gate for road 

traffic immediate, inform station master about the incident and protect track as per extant rule 

maintaining Safe distance form OHE wire till arrival of OHE staff to rectify the same. 

 

D.COUNSELLING STATION STAFF IN CASE OF SIGNAL FAILURE, POINT FAILURE, PANEL 

BLACK-OUT & TAKING DISCONNECTION /RECONNECTION MEMO: 

A. SIGNAL FAILURE: 

1. Before confirmation of signal failure  SM shall ensure that  
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a) Relevant line/route is free from obstruction. 

b) Correct point indication/route is constantly illuminated on panel. 

c) Relevant gate lock indication and crank handle indication are displayed properly on panel. 

d) Station Master’s control key is properly set on control panel. 

e) Correct setting /locking of the route & indication is not flashing or missing. 

f) IPS battery voltage foe SM’ Panel reading is within limit. 

2. Station Master shall inform such Signal defect either in writing (failure memo)/ or by telephone to 

concerned authorised Technician (Sig), JE/SSE(Sig), ASTE(where posted), DTI, SM of adjacent block 

station in rear and notice stations. SM shall also advise the Section Controller about the failure of 

signal at the station. 

3. SM should issue Failure memo to Signal Maintainer & acknowledgement to be taken from him/her  and 

allow him to attend failure only after obtaining Disconnection Memo(T-351). 

4. He shall make necessary entries in Signal failure Register, Train Signal Register, Station Diary and 

Caution order. 

5. In case of failure of reception signal;   train shall be admitted by taking off calling on signal or by 

authorizing the LP by giving a private number to pass the defective signal  at ‘on’ over signal post 

telephone if provided or by authorizing  LP to pass the defective signal on the authority       T-369(3b). 

6. Before piloting in;  a clear route in which train to be piloted should be correctly set and all facing &  

trailing points over which train will pass should be correctly set, clamped & locked. 

7. If the failure of signal for the intended line is due to failure of Track Circuit, before allowing any 

movement over the said line, the entire route shall be inspected so as to ensure that the route is clear 

of all obstructions. 

8. Station Master should depute competent Railway servant in uniform to pilot the train. 

9. In case Form- T/369 (i) (Authority to pass defective signal issued from station in rear)  has already 

been issued from last stopping station for any train, grant line clear to block station in rear, only after 

ensuring conditions for taking off the defective signal have been fulfilled & depute competent Railway 

servant in uniform to exhibit proceed hand signal at the foot  of the defective signal. 

10. The station Master on duty shall supervise the correct setting, clamping and padlocking of the facing 

points and clearance of nominated route for admission of passenger train or a goods train when a 

passenger train is standing on the adjacent line. 

11. In case of failure of Starter signal, by  taking of calling on signal  or  a written authority       T-369 

(3b) to be  handed over to Loco Pilot at the foot of starter signal with  proceed hand signal by a 

competent railway servant or. Before handing over authority all points of departure route shall be set 

correctly & all facing points shall be clamped & locked properly. 

12. In case the advanced Starter becomes defective; such Signal shall be passed on the authority in 

form T-1425 (PLCT) for Single line or T-369(3b) for Double line section. Proceed hand signal, in this 

case shall be dispensed with only where advance starter does not protect any points. 

13. In case of point failure, if it is flashing SM shall depute Points man to see:  

➢ whether there is any obstruction, 

➢ whether gap between tongue rail & stock rail is more than permissible limit (Point gap), 
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➢ rail fracture/weld failure near point zone. 

➢ After verification if obstruction  is removed & no Rail Fracture /Weld Failure noticed train can be 

admitted by setting the point from panel with route indication  & taking  off signal. 

➢ In case point failure is due to track circuit occupation, emergency point operation (EPO) shall be 

done. First press Emergency button and then press Point button. If after emergency point operation, 

point is not set correctly/flashing or showing occupation; the Point shall be set by crank handle in 

both facing and trailing end and same must be clamped and pad locked and train shall be piloted 

in/out with authority T/369(3b).  

➢ If point indication is steady with route indication, train shall be received & dispatched by    taking 

off signal. 

14. In case failure of signal lights:-where colour light signals are provided, before dispatching a train to 

such station, SM of the station in rear shall issue T-409 (Caution Order) to LP advising him of the 

absence of any light on the signals and therefore keeping a good vigil and look out and to stop at the 

foot of the first stop signal post of the station where signal lights are out. The train should be admitted 

on the authority of T/369 (3b). In no case T/369 (i) (Authority to pass defective signal issued from 

station in rear) should be issued. 

In case of black out of VDU:  

➢ First observe whether signal post lights are illuminating or not & intimate LP/Guard of  incoming trains 

for which signal is given about the fact. 

➢ Intimate concerned signal maintainer/JE-(sig) about the fact & take precautionary measure. Intimate 

adjacent stations of the fact. 

➢ Don’t grant line clear to any train to adjacent station unless line previous train arrived complete. 

➢ Trains shall be admitted & dispatched by piloting in/out through setting facing & trailing points on crank 

handle operation followed by clamping & pad locking at stations where CH auto release facility to 

location box during black out of panel or CH releasing key provided..  

➢ This is mentioned in SWR & the SMs must be aware of this provision. The functioning of this facility 

may be tested time to time to ensure its effectiveness.  

 

 

 

B. Passing Intermediate Block Stop signal at ‘ON’(GR 3.75) 

1. After getting information about the failure of IBS  from LP, SM will obtain fresh line clear from station 

in advance and authorize the LP by giving T/369(3b) with PN & ID number so obtained from station in 

advance  to pass the Intermediate Block Stop Signal  at ‘ON’. The entire section up-to the block station 

immediately ahead of the IBP shall be treated as one block section. 
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2. SM on being contacted  by the Loco Pilot  on signal post telephone If unable to obtain line clear from 

station in advance, the guard shall be called for and advised him about the circumstance and give a PN 

to him, by virtue of which guard will prepare a duplicate memo authorizing the LP to proceed. In such 

case speed of train shall be restricted as prescribed in GR3.75(3) 

3. Where a level crossing gate is interlocked with IBS signal, in such case IBS signal shall be taken off 

only after obtaining line clear from station in advance and closing & locking of LC gate. In the event of 

defects of the LC gate, the IB signal shall also to be deemed defective & entire section up-to the block 

station immediately ahead of the IBP shall be treated as one block section. Before authorizing LP to 

pass the defective IB signal, SM shall ensure closure of the LC gate by obtaining PN from gateman and 

shall give PN to LP in assurance of gate closure. 

C. Distant signal defective in ‘OFF’ position (GR 3.71) 

1. The LP should be advised from station in rear about the defect and to stop at such signal. 

2. A stop hand signal shall be shown at the foot of the signal. The glass roundels to be broken or the lights 

to be put out/extinguished.  

3. If Distant signal of an IBS becomes defective, the IB stop signal shall be kept at on and the entire 

section up-to the block station ahead of the IBP shall be treated as  one Block section. 

D. When all Automatic Signals are defective and means of communication are in working 

order (SR 9.12.01) 

1. Talk with the SM of the next station, and inform to Control. Ensure clearance of section from the 

trains under exchange of private number. 

2. The whole section will be treated as one block section. Movement in the block section shall be controlled 

by the SM of the either side like absolute system and Line clear for each train has to be obtained. 

3. Ask for line clear from next station , who will not grant such line clear unless 

a. The whole of the last preceding train has arrived complete. 

b. The line on which train is intended to be received is clear at least 180 meters beyond starter signal. 

c. All points have been correctly set and facing points locked for admission of the train. 

d. Granting line clear shall be supported by P.N & I.D.No. 

4. Prepare Form-T/D-912, Authority to proceed for Loco Pilot of the train to enter the block section.  

5. Caution order – speed restriction for 1st train 25 Kmph and continuous look out & subsequent train at 

normal speed. 

6. Before handing over T/D 912 to LP all points over which train will pass shall be correctly set and facing 

points locked. 

7. Do not allow subsequent train unless a fresh line clear has been obtained. The subsequent trains will 

also be started on Form- T/D-912. 

8. Arrival report of each train shall be intimated to station in rear supported by P.N. 

9. Before introducing normal working ensure that the section is free from any train/obstruction under 

exchange of private number with next station and Control. 

10. Endorse the failure in the Signal Failure Register and immediately inform to Signal Maintainer & 

SSE(Sig)  of the section for rectification. 

 

(E)  Disconnection memo & reconnection memo (T-351): 
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1. While any Point/ Signal becomes defective, the SM shall immediately report it to the Signal Maintainer. 

Failure memo should  invariably be issued to signal maintainer. 

2. Enter the failure in signal failure register, TSR, station diary and caution order register. 

3. On arrival of signal maintainer, SM will verify his identity from the list of authorized  S&T staff 

recorded in the first page of Relay room key register and allow him to work only after obtaining 

Disconnection memo(T-351).Make all entries of disconnection &reconnections in disconnection 

reconnection register, TSR, station diary and caution order register. 

4. SM shall give the key of operating lock of relay room to S&T staff,after the entry is made in the relay 

room key register and also in TSR in red ink. Signal  maintainer  shall  make entries in the relay room 

key register giving details of works to be done in the relay room and a certificate in the appropriate 

column that the interlocking gears will not be interfered. 

5. Relay Room key shall not be handed over by SM on duty to any Group-D staff of S&T Staff. 

6. Supervisor should check that all original & duplicate operating & S&T  keys are available with Station 

Master and Signal maintainer respectively . 

7. During disconnection period, ensure correct setting and locking of points before allowing any movement 

over the said points and observe strictly all restrictions given for the disconnection.  

8. Before accepting Reconnection memo, points/ signals shall be tested for their normal working. 

9. Thereafter, make entries in Signal failure register, TSR, station diary and caution order register.  

10. When the key of operating lock is returned by S&T staff to SM on duty, he shall verify the Relay room 

for proper locking. Then he shall keep the key in the safe custody and acknowledge it on the Relay room 

key register. 

11. In case of disconnection allowed for S&T/ Engineering work, all entries of disconnection & reconnection 

in Disconnection & Reconnection Register, TSR, Diary and Caution order register should be made. 

12. Situation in which disconnections notice need not be issued(Refer Operating Manual Para 

no.13.17(a),(b),(c),(d) ) provided suitable precautions are taken by  S&T staff  by not interfering with 

safe working of trains. 

13. SM shall   give message with exchange of PN to adjacent station regarding disconnection if working of 

both stations involved. 

 

 

 

 

13. Do’s & Don’ts Electrical Safety 

Do’s 
➢ Work deliberately and carefully. Haste causes many accidents. 

➢ Examine before use of safety appliances, such as rubber gloves mats, ladders, goggles, insulating 

pliers etc for their soundness. 

➢ Warn others when they seem to be in danger near live conductor or apparatus. 
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➢ Use correct size and quality of fuse wire when replacing blown fuse. 

➢ Place a ”Men at Work” sign board on the main switch before commencing work. 

➢ Thoroughly discharge to earth all cables and conductors before commencing work after making 

dead. 

➢ Before working on any circuit or apparatus, make sure that the controlling switches are opened and 

locked or the fuse holders have been withdrawn. 

➢ Disconnect the supply immediately in case of fire in electrical apparatus. 

➢ Organize precautionary fire drills. 

➢ Have sufficient number of fire extinguishers located in strategic locations , so that they may be 

available for immediate use in case of fire. 

➢ Make sure when using hose that the jet of water does not come into contact with live apparatus. 

➢ Put rubber mats in front of electrical control panels. 

➢ Ensure that all single phase portable appliances are provided with 3 pin plug and socket connections 

and the metal work of the apparatus is effectively earthed. 

➢ While working on poles and towers etc do make use of safety belts. 

➢ Always ensure that at least one meter clear space is available in surrounding of electrical switch 

board.. 

➢ Always use ISI/BI mark standard electrical equipments.  

➢ Always put the main switch ‘OFF’ before replacing a blown fuse. 

➢ Switch off fans and pumps while filling water in desert cooler. 

➢ Ensure guard covers on moving  on moving electrical appliances such as table fan, desert coolers 

➢ Use minimum 1 .5 sq mm wires in ELCBs in house wirings. 

➢ Checking of distribution panel/Boards, MCBs etc for proper rating. 

 

Don’ts 

➢ Always use ISI/BIS mark standard electrical equipments.  

➢ Always put the main switch ‘OFF’ before replacing a blown fuse. 

➢ Switch off fans and pumps while filling water in desert cooler. 
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➢ Ensure guard covers on moving  on moving electrical appliances such as table fan, desert 

coolers 

➢ Use minimum 1 .5 sq mm wires in ELCBs in house wirings. 

➢ Checking of distribution panel/Boards, MCBs etc for proper rating. 

➢ Don’t temper with any electric wires. 

➢ Don’t open any electrical equipment without disconnecting its power. 

➢ Never touch naked wire to check whether it is live. 

➢ Don’t use electric cord covered with cotton braid. 

➢ Don’t use adaptors. 

➢ Don’t overload electrical circuit by using higher size fuse. 

➢ Don’t lay wires  and  avoid joints  of electrical wires under the carpet. 

➢ Don’t touch the electrical post/wire and don’t tie animals with them especially in rainy 

season. 

➢ Don’t put wet clothes in the close vicinity of or on electric wire. 

➢ Don’t use umbrella underneath electrical  line. 

➢ Don’t use broken plug shoe or connector. 

➢ Avoid tree plantation under electrical lines. 

➢ Don’t  theft electricity.  It’s a crime against society and punishable under I.E. rule.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

14. IMPORTANT RAILWAY BOARD LETTERS: 
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15. Sectional Quiz for Crew, BRAG-TLHR-BRAG via-NQR section  

(15 minutes (25th 26th 27th April) 
1. Which Route at JRZ station is common loop ? 

a) Route-4    b) Route -2     c) Route -1 d) Route -3 

 

2. How many aspects are there in Dn IB Signal (S-20) in Ghantikhala- Radhakishorepur 

section? 

a) Two    b) One     c) Four  d) Three 

 

3. PTFE ( Neutral section) of NQR /SP is at km no. …………. 

a) 438/5A-6 A    b) 438/20A-21A  c) 436/20A-21A. d) 440/7A-8A. 

 

4. How many NS ( Neutral sections) are provided between RJGR-TLHR. 

a) 2,   b)3,  c)4,   d) 1 

 

5. Maximum permissible speed in Chudanggarh- Bhubaneswar New (Up ) line is ………KMPH. 

a)90   b) 100   c)70  d)65 

 

6. Which signal at JRZ station is located on Right hand side? 

a)Up R/3 Common- loop Starter     b) Dn R/3 starter  c) Dn Home signal   d) Up Adv. 

Starter. 

 

7. At which Station Up adv. Starter is on Right hand side in TLHR- RJGR section. 

a)BDPK  b) SSPR   c) MRDL  d) DNKL 

 

8. What is the maximum permissible speed in KMPH of WAG 9H  electric Locomotive in ECoR 

? 

a)75 kmph  b) 85 kmph  c) 100 kmph  d) 105 kmph. 

 

9. What is the sectional speed in section from RJGR- TLHR 

a) 95 kmph  b)100 kmph  c)105kmph  d)75 kmph 

 

10. What is ruling gradient of RJGR-TLHR section ? 

a)1 in 100  b)1 in 120   c) 1:110  d) 1 in 150 
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11. What is the signaling system in BRAG- TLHR- BRAG via NQR ? 

a)Automatic  b)Semi-Automatic.  c)MOMA  d) MLQ 

 

12. What is/are the Common Loop line/lines at RJGR yard towards CTC direction? 

a)R1 & R2  b)R5 &R6   c) R4& R3  d)both a&b 

 

13. Between JRZ – DNKL Gate home at km no. 433 is Caution (yellow) means what ? 

a) IB Home is Caution(Yellow)   b) IB –Danger c) IB Green  d)Non of the 

above. 

 

14. Push/ Pull test should not be conducted at …… 

a) While starting at TLHR-R2,  b) SSPR-DNL up IB,  c) JRZ-R3   d) MRDL R3. 

 

15. On which line at TLHR , two (2) Starter signals are provided in Dn direction. 

a) R-10,   b) R-7,   c) R-12,  d) R8 

 

16. Which train can be despatched from BDPK station by taking OFF shunt-Signal ? 

a) Train for GMR / BSL siding.  b) Train for NALCO siding. c) both a&b 

 

17. PTFE ( Neutral section) of DNDL /SP is at km no. …………. 

a)449/19-449/30, b) 440/19-440/30   c) 445/19      d) 436/7 

 

 

Answer- Key 

1-d, 2-c, 3-b, 4-b, 5-c, 6-b,7-d,8-a,9-b,10-a , 11-c, 12-d, 13-b, 14-b,15-c,16-c,17-a
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Sectional Quiz for Crew. (10 minutes) 26.5.2022 at TIG 

 

1. What is the permanent speed restriction for Sharp curve of 2.5 degree between ATS-GBQ 

from km no. 586/6- to 585/2 as per OHE mast  ? 

a) 75 kmph b) 100 kmph  c) 95kmph  d) 80 kmph 
 

2. What is the maximum permissible speed for WDG-3A & WDG-4 locomotive in BMCK-THV 

(D/L/) section? 

a) 65 kmph  b) 80 kmph  c) 100 kmph  d) 75 kmph 
 

3. Which signal is on Right Hand side in MNGD- DKLU section. 
 

a)MNGD -Home   b)DKLU- HOME c)Dn Gate Home of RV-225      d)MNGD AdvStr. 
 

4. What is the maximum permissible speed for WAG-9H Electric loco for ECoR ? 
 

a) 65 kmph  b) 80 kmph  c) 100 kmph  d) 75 kmph 
 

5. During shunting , before attaching the loco LP/Shunter should stop the loco ahead of the 

formation ….. mts. 
 

a)20 mts  b) 10mts  c)5 mts  d)25mts 
 

6. Operating form of Shunting Order is ……….. 
 

a)T/509      b) T/806       c) T1410    d) T/609. 
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7. Full form of EoTT. 

a)End of Train Tractive   b) End on Train Telecometry c) End of Train Telemetry   

d) End of Temporary Train 

 

8. What is ruling gradient of SPRD-TIG section ? 
 

a)1 in 100  b)1 in 150   c) 1:110  d) 1 in 125 
 

9. What is ruling gradient of SBP-TIG-SBP section ? 

 

a)1 in 100  b)1 in 120   c) 1:150  d) 1 in 125 

 

10. Neutral section in DFR-SFC  is at km no. …………. 

 
 

a) 700/7-10,   b) 701/10-11    c) 699/7-10      d) 700/1-3 

 

 

Answer- Key 

  

1-b, 2-a, 3-c, 4-d, 5-a, 6-b,7-c, 8-a, 9-d, 10-a 
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